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THE GIRL WIFE OF HARRY
THAW STILL ON THE
RACK.
-STEWS NEISELF TO
FACE THE AMY WIN
MORN SF-'ON YESTER-
DAY LARGELY TAKEN UP
IN READING LETTERS.
Ste Denies Accusations Regarding
Her Actions—Story Told
in Bulletins.
New 1 ork, Feb. 8.—Evelyn Nesbit
Tleasts was recalled to the etatel this
morning.
Nett York, Feb. ft—When Mn.
Tl'ave had taken the stand, Mr. Del-
etas continued thc reading of one of
tbe letters which was interrupted by
adjournment yesterday.
New York. Feb. 8.—Onc ei Theo s
a- lets to Evelyn said:
I will Itelier hurt you. By the
there is a heaven above, your
!sere soul shall go there. I give you
my sacred word not to hurt you."
•
New York. Feb. fi Thaw wrote
"You would have owned Pittsburg
rot in money, but politically."
hiew York, Feb. 8.—Mrs. Tbno told
• ..ksi poise to Abe Hummens office
eittt Sltanford Wtite. The lawyer put
se a paper "a lot of stuff about being
artied off by Harry Thaw against
my will and a lot of stuff that was
est true 1 started to interrupt, but
h would not let me.
I signed absolutely nothing in
Mr Hummel', office,' said Mrs.
they..
New York. Fele - -Mn..'Thew
•.iui Harty accused her of having
improper relations With White after
lie- return from Europe
sl raid it was a lie, I had :sot
RE
PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 9 IT
"He cried, and said I was, not a
buman being."
New York, Feb. B.—Mrs. Thaw
testified that she signed a paper in
the Madison Square Garden building
which White said was of no signifi-
cance and the paper was afterward
burned in lleornmel's office.
Niro nolo- also Reid White tried in
vain many tunes to have her come
see tem alone
New York, Feb. 8.—Great crowds
besieged the doorway of the criminal
courts building today. The corridors
soon became thronged with the cur-
ious, who clamored for ads:1159ton.
Ote of the windows of the "Bridge
of Sighs" which leads across the
street from the tombs to the crimi-
nal courts building was up about 8
inches. The crowd in the street soon
discovered this, gathered several hun-
dred strong and watten patiently in
tbe belief they might catch a glimpse
or Harry Thaw on his way to court.
Fight Their Way.
The doors of the court room were Superintendent W. J. Hills, of the
not opened until to o'clock, and care N., C. & St. L. railroad is now having
Iwas taken today to see that those shipped to Murray for use in con-
whose busIness compelled their !Oen structing the new freight depot the
immense supply of timber material
that had been brought to this city for
use in building the huge grain ele-
vator the railroad intends erecting on
the river front at the foot of Norton
street, near the old iron furnace prop-
erty. The burning of the Menray
depot necessitates construction of an-
other immediately, and as the ele-
vator timber is the most available at
this time in quantities sufficient for
the needs, it is being sent to Murray,
where it is needed more than for the
elevater at present. Orders for other
lumber to replace that shipped from
here 'have been placed and it will be-
gin arriving within a few weeks for
use in the elevator.
Superintendent Hills has already let
the contract for the new depot at
Murray and work starts right away.
It will be far superior to the old one.
It will be some time during April
or May before the new structure is
completed and ready for use, pending
which nine box cars will be used a,
places for storage of freig'ht.
MATERIAL FOR
MURRAY DEPOT
SUPT. HILLS WILL USE THE
ELEVATOR LUMBER.
dance at the trial had the first oppor-
tenity to enter. Then a number of
those who had fought their way
through the police lines to fill the
room to its utmost seating capacity
mere admitted. There were not more
than half a score of women among
the spectators. They waited with evi-
dent impatience for the prisoner and
his wife to make their appearance.
Justice Fitzgerald took his place on
the bench at wee, and Thaw was
called to the bar. The defendant for
the first time since the trial began
had lost the spring 'in his step, and
instead of walking briskly to his place
at the table of his counsel, he moved
hesitatingly and looked constantly
from left so right about the court-
rue ne
Mrs. Thaw Called.
The big crowd accreted to annoy
him. The pallid face broke into a
feint smile as the prisoner recognized
his brothea Edward noise, who was
the only member of the family in
court.
"Call Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw in
the stand," requested Mr. Deletes of
thi clerk.
When she appeared and took her
place in the big witness chair Mrs.
Thaw was dressed precisely as on
yesterday. She was .extremely pale
anj her hoe trembled visibly as she
replied to the first simple question
asked her by counsel. This was after
Mr. Delmas had stated that before
any oral testimony was taken he
reould continue to read the postscript
of the last letter offered in evidence
yesterday.
The letter was addressed to Attor-
ney Longfellow. The postscript Mr
Drimas read as follows:
"No one could have made me be'
lieve since I first saw her that ehe
would show anyone except her. I first
thought she cared for any letter. I
shou.d have betted every cent in the
world three weeks ago to get money
for kbulous presents for you; that
after our trusting each other no hypno-
tism could make you forget all. I
won't say, but it is inexpressibly sad."
Tremulous Reply.
Mr. Deimos' firsa question to the
witness was as to whteber or not
the 'her" in the letter referred .to
the witness.
"Yes. sir," came the tremulous re-
ply.
Contract Let for the Depot Which
Will Be Started Right Away and
Finished By April.
SEES DANGER OF JAP WAR
Presidest Roosevelt Says Children Must Be Admitted
Into the Schools in California
Washington, Neb. 8.—It is indispen-
-iibk that Japanese children shall be
eermitted to cuter the publ:c schools
of California on precisely the same
basis as: heretofore in order that the
breach nti jhe retatioes existing be-
tween the United States and Japan
laity be averted. Such a condition is
etso essential -Es preliminary to any
negotiatipue with Japan for the ex.
cloth:Sri f4io0lf CS.
This is what President Roosevelt
Aall say to. the board of education of
-Stoi.Franeisco and Mayor Schmitz at
a conference which will be held on
Saturday. He will assure his callers
that it makei no difference whether
Japanese children are entitled to enter
the public schools of San Francisco
under the treaty now in operation or
oot, 'Japan believes they nee entitled
to such admission and will never con-
-sent to take up the question of coolie
P exclusionosintil Japan is receiving the
het rights guaranteed by the d treaty.
The president will declare that war
may come if the prohibition against
japenese children is not withdrawn.
He will make this declaration even
etrongly and w:11 hate it On the
ground that so long as toolie exclu-
sibn is deferred irritation will in -
C•4 1sceerawbere on the Pacific
• 
 
Mayo- Schmitz and party from Sail
'Francisco arrived in Chicago yester-
P day efternoon and stopped long
(enough to announce that WI Fran-
cisco Will stand pat on the Japanese
question unless shown that to do so
would be detrimental to the country
at large.
The party arrived from the west
forty hours late over the Northwest-
ern shortly before 3 o'clock. and left
at 5:30 for Washington, where they
have beery called by the president for
a conference, it is presumed, on the
Japanese question. Mayor Shmitz did
not care to go into details on the Jap-
anese or Chinese exclusfon question,
but said that they did not intend to
.give in without a struggle.
"We do not 'intend to yield to
Ptesident Roosevelt on this subject,"
he said, "unless forcible evidence is
presented to Us that to submit will
be for the good of the eountry at
large. We will stand on our state's
rights to the last ditch.
"On our statute bOoks is a section
exchading the Chinese and Japanese
from the public schools and we be-
lieve that it is just and necessary law
and we propose to enforce it. The
-ben -waierwset striotlyounforeed before
the fire, but we must enforce it now."
1 
—Mr. and Mrs.. B. W. 'Cornelison







Teachers of the County Public





IVO 4 23, NUM
IF•RU
fig kitchen yesterday, and stooped
ed. The child was toddling around
in t 
 HANDsomE 110
down to pick something up. On aris- 11
ing the end of the red hot pokerSPELL OVER hIlisngei)ueg a tnod se ihdeee of t be  f:ivgehnt os tfr tut hke WHEN *LETeye will not be affected.
her Ailing.
DISAPPEARANCE OF SNOW AC Mrs. George Lehnhard, wife of the
COMPANIES FALLING license inspector, was able yesterday
" OF RIVER. to sit up at her home on South Fourth
street. She has beers confined for sev-
-cral weeks now on account 'of the
Inditerisma are for Continuation af opreation she underwent in her pri-
Warm Spell Now an—Charity vate ward at Riverside hospital.
Club Work Slackening Captain W. C. Clark is in bed wita
Somewhat. ihness tat Liss ;resideince on South
About the last vestige of snow ha,
disappeared and the weather is mod-
era griutly, with prospects for a
continuation, as the forecast rte




cat conditions continue in atiotis
are that more rain can be looked for.
Although the nights proved quite'
chi lbr for the past week, still they
enedipue getting warmer every
twepty-four hours, with no prospect
sf a reversal.
The Ohio river continues to rapidle
fall, yesterday morning the gave
reading 34.7 feet, a decline sf two
aid one- tenth feet in the twenty-
lout hours. This morning early the
ioretnn was rapidly getting down to,
je feet, while the steamboatmen tIntna l
it evill constantly recede until dole!)
rear to 20 feet.
With a fall of three more feet the
electrically operated machines at the
tity 'sanitary sewerage pumping sta-
tion on Third and Clay will he stop-
ped and not run any more unles son -
other rise somes. The pumps have
to force the sewage out of the system
oink the river is above ;so feet and
ittarcomplishing this the machine-
lave been running for several weeks
now.
Sig retary Jap Toner of the Charity
club is just now finding time to get
a little rest, which he nerds after a
two weeks' constant rust helping the
poor people and investigating appli-
cants' circumstances In order to see
whether they arc deserving of cleari-
tattle assistance. Ever since the snow
and told season opened several weeks
ago' he has been receiving numer-




aupi rintendent Mark Steveueon
the schools of Ballard county, Super-
intendent W. D. Dodds of the schools
of Livingston county returned yester-
day to their respective homes after
coming here for a conference with
Superintendent Samuel Billingion of
the McCracken county schools about
the Educational Improvement League
to be inaugurated in every one of the
thirteen counties in the First Con-
gressional district. On account of a
majority of the county superintend-
ents not being here it was decided to
have another meeting sometime dur-
ing May. Those coming this time
talked over matters and got ideas as
to what they would do, but could
take no offocial action oithout a
quorum.
Today the county ecbool teachers
will be paid off, a check for Sato° for
them being received yesterday by
County Superintendent Samuel Bila
lington fionn the superintendent of




I Churchmen Are at Work on Measure
Similar to Tennessee Anti-
Turf Law.
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 8.--The minis-
ten of Kentucky are at work on an
anti-racing bill which will be present-
ed to the legislature in Covington and
Newport. They are at work with a
view of having an and-race bill pass-
ed at the next session of the legislaa
titre, similar to. that passed by the
general assembly in Tennessee.
It is said the movement has been
on foot for some time and that the
ministers in the country and towns
arc after the general assembly to pro-
tect the measure. Several parties in
Lationia, it is claimed arc working
tooth and.toenail to have the anti-
race bill become a law. The legisla-





Lietchfield and Pana, Ill., have
formed the "Big Four Baseball
league" for this summer and a fast
orgattization will be maintained. Mat-
toon was in the Kitty league with
last year,
help, which was given all
they were entitled to aid. He
sib!), !wiped two hnitdred due
ing the rush period, but now that the
de/Vents are moderating he finds
things slacking up in his line
OPERATION FOR
MASTOIDONOMY
MRS. LAWRENCE RASOP REST-
ING VERY WELL AT THE
HOSPITAL
Aidlirman Edward Haruw.n Will Be
strong Enough to Caw Out Next
Week—Other Sick.
Mrs. Lawrence Ralor was operated'
on lot mastoiclonomy in a private
ward at Riverside hospital and is now
resting well with every prospect of
Wag sufficiently recovered within the
near week or two to leave the institu-
tion.
Lady Convalescing.
Mrs. C. J. Ballowe 'has recovered
from an attack of illness that confined
her dt the residence of her father,
Rev, T. J. Owen, of West Harrison
street. She is now convalescing and
in a few days returns to her home on
South Fourth street.
Will Be Out Next Week.
Alderman Edward Hannan expects
to be able to come out of the house
next week, although he has not yet
fully recovered his strength that was








Mr. J. L. Bell of Pottertown, Ky..
is here visiting District Deputy Or-
ganizer J. W. Helsley of the Wood-
men of the World. The former is
special deputy for this secret order. ,
Claim Was Paid.
The Woodville camp of the Wood-
men of the World has paid.over to
the Charles Graffen estate $1,o, the
amount of insurance held on his life.
The payment was made eleven days
after death of the policyholder.
ANOTHER WATCH
LOST BY LADY
MISS NETTIE STRINGER DROP-
PED HER VALUABLE TIME
PIECE.
Hol Billingsley Will Be Tried Today
on Charge of Assaulting Polk—
Watchman Still Gone.
Miss Nettie Stringer notified Cap-
tain Frank Harlan yesterday that she
lost her fino gold watch on the street.
She thinks it was dropped while she
was going along Tennessee between
Fourth and Sixth, but is not sure.
I Quite a number of timepieces have
been lost recently but most of them
returend by parties finidng them
Trial Up Tocky.
Today Justice Charles Emery takes
up the warrant charging Hot Billings-
ley woh hitting Marvin Polk over the
'head with an iron poker last week.The assault occurred in the South
Third street saloon that belongs to
Billingeley, who bought it from Harry
Allen, the former proprietor. The
warrant has several times been con-
tinued, „tut goes to trial today.
Never Surrendered.
Watchman Edward Lenzski. of the
steamer Joe Fowler, has never yet be ready for
come to Elizabethtown, Ill., and sur- last of April.
rendered to the authorities for shoot-
ingnk'  Frank Bartlett,. colored, several Another MiMonee.
days ago aboard the boat while the Mr George it eoe Jacios'swi, mthe eoreue




Wharf. Bartlett ie doing all right and .
will eat well at Riverside hospital
here, where he was brought for treat-
ment. The officers of the Joe Fowler
say they do not know where Lenzski
went.
Graveyard Desecration.
Nrr,,. "Tommie Wallace, of the St.
John section of the county, has war-
ranted Henry and oe Johnson on the
charge of desecrating the cemetery of
that sicinity. She claims they cot
down a tree which fell over in the
cemetery and tore up graves, etc





WILL BE ONE OF FACT




Mr. George Jackson Preparing for
Home on Hatellipl. Boulevard—
Cot. Allen Eillolikkataidenre-
A regular '11 be in his
possession be et Owen,
the wealthy steamboatetan and plan-
tation owner, When tes,cernetpletes re-
modeling the - hilier Wood NVarden
homestead at Sixth arid Boyd street's,
• which residence Ili. Owen has pur-
chased and is having rebuilt at a
cost of about $5.4soo. When he gets
it finished the place will be occupierP
I by himself, his brother, Captain
Owen, and his son, Dr. William V.
Owen.
Captain Owen purchased the place
from Mr. IViarticn some months ago
and is thoroughly equiping the 'hand-
some structure with a beating Plant.
gas and electrical torture'', remodel-
ing all the roomkestensting porticoes
around the place, adding rooting an
making a general overhauling.
The basement is being couvertect ,
into handsome quarters for - Me din-
ing room, kitchen, pantr;es. etc..
with concrete flours and :other ar-
rangements. The first and seem's,
floors o ill lie used for sleeping quar-
ters.
The home isfithe two .tory brick:
that has occupied the top or tle hdV
for many years, surrounded by a large
yard, awl when Captain Once finished.
with the place jt wjW.hg nine of the.
Sliest houses in West Kentucky.
Laid Up With Grip.
'A good (or bad) attack of hi grippe
i; necessitating a confinement of Cap-
tain William II. Patterson at his
home ecn Jefferson near Fifth street.
lio, has been laid up sonic days now,i
I
and it will be next week before he
can venture out; of the room.
Mrs. Joseph E. Potter, wife of the
, retired capitalist, is confined at their
home on North Fourth with a severe.
attack of la grippe.
1 
— *
Child Badly Burned. 
_
Alvin, the three-your-old aem
Mr. Jacob Straub, the printer, is eon-
, fined at their hotne in iota Hartison
I street with hie left eye paiefullai Woo
4'*
STATE SENATOR EXPELLED
FOR ACCEPTING A BRIBE.
Denver. Cob., Feb. 7.—Scu2ter
Richard W. Morgan, of Boulder coun-
ty, a republican, was expelled from
the state senate this afternoon by a
vote of 2g to .z His expulsion was
recommended by a special committee
of the senate, which i-Ound hint guilty
ei: !melee accepted a bribe.
This finding wrfs; based on the
etaterient made to the kenate in
3lateli. woe, by Morgan himself who
handed to the secretary of the een-
ate nest) which, be declared, had been
given him by James M. Herbert and
Daniel Sullivan in consideration of
1
 
his promising to vote for Alva Adams,
democrat, for governor in the Pea-
liody-Adarns contest.
Kew Eatterjohn Residence.
Contractor George, liatterjolin next
Monday starts his men to cecavatisor
for the foundationonkthe handsome
new re•idence to be erected farina,
Newth Sixth street, and on the rear
of the oM Hobbs property at Sixth.
and Jefferson. The building is being"
constructed for the contractor's
brother. Mr. William Katterjohn, who
owns the entire corner' ground. Mc-
residericedgehe renting purposes, wilt -
be two !stories in.beisrlith, of brick, .
contain about seven rooms- and coat in ,
the neighborhood of ne.000. I: ssilP'
occonsaitcy about .the
—The McCracken County Farmers'
Institute meets at to o'clock this
morning at the city hall council cham-
ber for purpose of transacting much
,business, including selection of dele-
gates to attend the state institute at
Shelbyville, Ky., Fehreary 26, 27, and
. •
me has had phtros.
drawn by 4.re et 0. D. Schmidtr
for the new „borne Mr. Jackson
will erect upon his plat of .gracrndl
VOteon Haralia, yard.' it will be
a one stoiir  and cost ahisto
$3,soo, cottta tug , six room'. When
it is finished Mr. Jackson expects to
vacate hie present &still on North
Sixth, and occupy the new place.
The contractor,: now figUriag
Over the drawing*.to ascertain what'.
it will cost to build the home.
Handsome Cqngrry Home.
Colonel Dick .41Ten, the wealthy
etock dealer oil ahstaatounty. is con-
structing a handsome new residence
upon 'his farm several miles from the.
city on ttt by Oak Grover
cemeterY. TeiC-11,11FOne-of the finectf
homes in the ru4 dietacts on being,
completed, and a oevner has named{ ea.





finished.. it will cost somewhere no -
the 'neighborhood of $7,000 and be a*
dream, of beauty..
Colonel Alton .1101,4ves 'he will have*
it:nire issfses 
in.
by-tarty spring, wben lies.n
- 
WARMS FEET ttl FIGT BREAD..
_s
Baker Later Sells Same Goods toa..:".*:•
pairgWe'rzed. • 
,
1,Vilwaukee,` i , Feb. R.—Judged,
i Neelen was disgusted today dip--ins, , ,,the trial of William. Buchholi, * ''..•
i baker, who was charged with keepinill.
1 filthy shop. It was. brought on,
that Buchholz used warm bread modes
i in this shop and presumably athervrartilh
solA to his toted patrons for font:
/warmers. . - ;




‘X'• • ze-11131ES RE,X4.11. 
At the Churclies
Dar
Reas Calvin N. Thompson, cf%the
FirstNaptist church %vac stricken yes-
terday with an attack of laVrippe, but
e thinks he will be able to preach
iomorrow trimming and evening. At
the night hour his sermon wills be
on "The Friendship of The Lost" and
the last of his series of discourses on
"Hell"
German Evangelical.
No S.• hipi will be held tomorrow
at the German Evangelical church on
account of Rev. William Bourquin
being in Chicago, where he went to
perTorm the marriage ceremony for
a friend several days ago.
Broadway Methodist.
Rev. W. T. Bolling of the Broad-
way Methodist church preaches on
"Service" tomorrow morning, but
has not yet chosen his topic for eve-
ning worship. Monday night at 7:30
o'clock the board of stewards for this
congregation will hold an important
meeting at the building, and it is
desired that every member of the
body he present.
Trimble Street Methodist.
•'A Model Church" will be tomor-
row morning's subject by Rev. G. W.
Banks of the Trimble street Metho-
dist church. At night the pulpit will
he filled by Rev. L. IT. rates, pastor
of the 3,a/tray circuit. lie arrive,
here today to be the guest of Dr.
'Banks. The former is the eon of
_fudge Estee of Memphis, the jurist I
'well known here. t
• Third Street Methodist.
Pre.iding Elder J. II Bleekard i
_preaches tomorrow morning and eve- t




.At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon a
Sunday school wor-hip will he held
at the North Twelfth street Baptist
miesion, while at 710 o'clock in the
evening Rev. J. H. Clark. eseielant
pastor of the First Baptist church.;
will fill the mission pulott, preaching
on "Prcuare to Meet Thy God."
Tbe First Baptist church com-
mittee plannine for enlargement of
the mission buildine. is now looking
into ills proposition thoroughly, and
will nia)o- a report within a few weeks
ne what shall be dcme in this !T-
apes!
Rural Preaching.
Rev. "E. J. Owen will preach to-
morrow morniog and evening at the
I.ittle Cypress Methodist church.
Kentucky Presbyterian.
Rev. J. R. Henry preaches on "The
Necessity of Prayer" tomorrow morn-
ing at the Kentucky avenue Presby-
terian church, while for the evening
worship his theme will be "The Prodi-
rare Father.**
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright holds sers ices
tomorrow at the regular hour, at
(',race Episcopal church. Monday
eyaning at R:to o'clock he cmolucte
the Union Teachers' Training class
at the Parish house, and all interested
are invited to be present, whether
they ltrive yet joined or' not.
Temple Isreal.
•
erans,church on eoutli Fourth street.
He delivers his niorning discouse in
the German tongue, and at the eve-
ning hour in the English language.
The congregation has not yet received
any word from Rev. Mr. Hamm of
St. Louis, who has been called to take
charge of the pulpit, which is being
temporarily Supplied by Rev. Mentz
until a regular pastor is procured.
Second Baptist.
The Second Baptist church pulpit
will be filled tomorrow morning and
evening by Rev. L. G. Graham.
Interesting Notes of Paducah Circuit
Rev. W. J. Naylor, pastor of the
Paducah City Missions, has the fol-
lowing in the Fuhon Methodist:
"Twenty-two years ago, last No-
vember, Bishop Keener, read me out
for the Paducah circuit, with J. M.
Spence, presiding elder and after be-
ing away from here at years, Bishop
Duncan sent me back last fall, and
find many changes in this country
since that time. Those young peo-
ple who married that year, now have
childr.ot married and babies born
then, noW have families of their own.
Oak Grove has been abandoned and
Massac 'built in its stead while Bethos;
has ben sttperceded by Lone Oak
congregation. while Lebanon and
Salem stands intact till this date, ex-
cept that Salem has been greatly im-
proving his circuit is one of the best
works in the conference, and just built
a parsonage for their pastor this win-
er. May this circuit live long to
end :nit a hallowing influence.
"When I joined the conference,
n November 188e, the Paducah dis-
rict, smbraced, ilaesidee its present
erritora, - Columbus Station, 'Wades-
horo circuit, Murray and Benton.)Sta
ion, Benton circuit and Birmingham
ircuit. There were in this district
t that time 321 local preachers; 5393
members: asto adult baptisms; so in-
fant baptisms; tat Sunday schools: 343
officers and teachers: 3009 scholars:
$.42s.43 expended in Senday school);
5.4 churches, valued at $51-isto; 3 par-
onages, valued at $1,425. There was
xpended churches and parsonages
2,166.00; for Bishops, $144.65; coni
erence collection:. $223.83; for for-
ign $625.65; domestic mis-
ions, $72.20; f.ir presiding elder
762.13; for preachers in charge.
S•4216-23-
"Last year this same territory,
without countinir either ‘Vadesboro
nt Birmingham circuits, shows the
following: Ai local preachers; lo,506
members; 392 adult baptisms; 61 in-
ant baptisms -- Sunday schools;
sts officers and teachers: ssto
scholars; ;motto raised in Suuday
school.; 70 eburche•, valued at $137.-
10000; 22 parsonages, valued at
%28.850. There wai expended on
churches and parsouages, $11.294; for
bishops, $32813; conference claimants.
St.o26; forcien missions, $1,074: do-
mestic mission, $751.50; presiding
elder, $1 sara.71 ; church extention.
$598.tm: education. Siestsile Bible
cause, $110.50; minutes $56.50. Besides
all this there are It Epworth Leagues:
members, and they raised
cateita; W. P. M. S.; 153 members
who raised $634.4o, and 7 W. If. N.
S.; 202 members and they raised
Stels9-59. There was also collected as
a special for missions. $532.3o. Last
year the grand total amounts raised
The Sunday morning worship will
from all sources was $40.1133. Now,
h held at II o'clock tomorrow by
let these figures stinfulate is to
e "
Rabbi Lovitch at Temple Isreal. 
greater work than ever before
Tenth Street Christian.
). C. Shelton of May
be here tomorrow and preac




h morn- Only Twenty Keys on Machine of
h street Charles Bivort's Invention.
•
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Sunday school services will be held
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at he Mechanicsburg Christian
church'. There will be no preaching
for this congrcg,ation.
First Presbyterian.
Key. W. E. Cave of the First Pres-
byterian church speaks on "Facing
7.ionward" tomorrow morning, while
for the tyening sermon his topic will
be "A Gentle Voice."
Methodist Missions.
- Tomorrow morning and evening
Rev. W. J. Naylor of the Paducah
City Missions will preach at the Salem
Methodist church. There will not
lie any preaching tomorrow at the
Littleville Methodist which is in his
charge:
Valentine Party,
The Sunday school class of Mrs. A.
M. Ragsdale of the Lone-Oak Metho-
dist church will give a "Valentine
Party" next Thursday evening at this
lady's home in that section, four mileS
from the city. • The funds derived go
to the church, and arrangements have
been perfected for a fine affair of




Sunday school and communion ser-
vices At the usual hour,. consist of all.
the worship for Firs! Christian
church tomorrow.
• German Lutheran.
Rev. Ifenta of St. Louis will fill the
mpit tomorrOve at the German Luth-
Consul J. I. Brittain writes irom
Kehl that, according to the Journal of
Alsace-Lorraine, the stenophile bivort
• recently invented by Charles Bivort,
chi varier of the legion of honor, has
• given some very practical and inter-
esting results. says a Washington tele
gram.
, The machine reproduces sound au-
i tomaticzlly, by syllables, in typo-
graphic characters. It is operated in
i the same way as the typewriter and
; has a keyboard, which consists of
• twenty keys. Each key, upon being
pressed, points the corresponding let-
ter on a band of paper, which unrolls
i itself on a sort of pulley. The char-
acters are the same as those of the
usual alphabet. It is easy to read at
first sight what the machine has writ-
ten. It is simple, strong and light,
and exacts in its management neither
effort nor rigid attention. A child or
blind wan can easily learn to use it.
It writes very swiftly, writing as high
I as 2oo words a minute without fatigit-ing the operator. or annoying the
!orator f.y noise. By means of an in-
1 terchanceable keyboard it can be used
i for all languages.
1 The machine was recently exhibited
in the office of the joarnal of Alsace-
Lorraine in Strassburg, where it gave
excellent results, reproducing both
French and German with perfect fa-
cility. It is already in use in many
school 5.
When the gift of a little for charity
seems to nut a man into mortal pain
von may be sure the root of evil is
striking down into a vital snot.—
TIonry F. Cone. -in r.hicarso Tribune







and frankly, tn strictest confateince, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
TM ADVICE, in *in sealed envelope, and a val-
uable M-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address : Ladies' M. isory Department, The
cLs- tug:Alga inedkine C.hattanooga, T.
0 IS
A Helping Hand
Thousands of women, after trying many different kinds of treat-
ment for their obstinate afflictions or diseases, have found in Cardul a
helping hand. If you suffer from any of the painful and distressing dis-
eases peculiar to your sex, take Cardul, for it will probably do as well
for you as it did for Mrs. Wm. Turner, of Bartonville, Ill., who writes:
"Before taking
wo'r CARDIII:or
I suffered untold agony for 8 years with various female di.u.atAts I had bearing-dolm
pains and pains In my head and back. I doctored and doctored and finally I was
operated on, but I suffered all the more. I then tried medicines without relief, so I
finally began to take Wine of Cardul. I have now been tak rg It for about a year and It
has Improved me wonderfully. I can do all my housework and work In my garden every
day. Cardul has brought comfort to me In many ways. I am In good health; my nerves
are stronger; I am regular and suffer NO PAIN." Try It,
At Every Drug Store In $L00 Bottles
Ix St. Louis Idea MISSILE
WAR
St. Louis, Feb. R.—Society girls are
making it a practice to purchasr the-
ater tiskete, pay for the carriages and
have the after-dinner supper bills sent
to their papas .for settlement. Cigar-
ette-smoking society bloods gracious-
ly act as escorts to dances, balls and
receptions if they are provided, free of
charge, with tickets of admission,
plush-seated vehicles to carry them to
and fr and an elaborate dinner, in-
cluding a cocktail and a bottle of
wine.
Often a popular young man stilt re-
ceive as many as three or four invita-
tions in one night. He invariably
hooses to accompany the girl who
will furnish him the best comfort.; of
ifc.
Three or four years ago so great
was the shortage in men that the girls
naugurated the custom which now de-
plete: the bank rolls of their papas.
laving trained the young men the
wrong way. they must now cit:1, r pay
lie bills or stay at home.
The I ennilees young swells w are
angina on to the fringe of society
are haughty and independent. They
decline to accept invitations to act as
escort which do not promise well in
he -material things. They do not ex-
act candy and dowers, but ...they do
soect to be wined, dined -and enter-
ained.
The foregoing is an actual condition
a. it exists today in St. Louis, and
not an overdrawn account of a cus-
mn which has fastened its fours in
be pocketbook of a legion of grum-
Ming beads of families. The law of
sepply Nel demand brat drove society
airls to adopt the innovation to get
beaux. They were being sadly !tur-
reted hesauee many of the young
men were impecunious and cOuld not
akc them to places of amusement in
he style to which they were accus-
omed:
A nicht at the theater, carriage to
the Wrot End and return and a sup-
ncr at Faust's or McTague's costs at
the least calculation Sm. As many of
these foppish young fellow' lee work-
ing for $to a week, it is'plain that she,
can not afford to escort society duck-
lings unless the girls settle.
Papa's Gentle "Kick."
"Veg. it is true that my girls invite
the boys to accompany them, and pay
the hills." said a rich retired manufac-
turer. "I have left standing orders at
all the downtown restaurants to trust
my girls for anything they want.
"If they didn't buy :he theater tick-
ets, arrange for the payment of the
hack bills and charge the after-theater
suppers to my account they would not
get to go anywhere :n the company of
men.
"Mind you, I do not mean to say
that my daughters are not interesting
and popular, but the men of St. Louis
have been spoiled. They will not take
the girls to the theater unless every-
thing that costs a penny is arranged
for. Of ,course, I want my- girls to
have male escorts, so I reluctantly
consent to the arrangement.
"Nly youngest daughter nearly faint-
ed away the other day when one of
her young men acquaintances invited
her to accompany him to a concert.
He asked her not to dress for a car-
riage, as he could not afford to Eire
one. She honored him for his frank-
ness."I tell you it is quite refreshing to
see my daughter going to a public
place without it costing mc anything.
"I for one would like to break up
the perniciote; practice. I have talked
with wealthy men on the subject, but
they don't know how to deal with it.
Every time they threaten to !hut
down their favorite daughters make
such a fuss they are glad to continue








doesn't care how she gets him, and!
she doesn't bother her head how much
it costs. She must have an escort or
she is everlastingly disgraced." GRAPESHOT
Society girls themselves admit that TER
they telephone young men and invite
them to accompany them to the the-
ater, but they arc loath to talk for
publication.
"What can we do?" said a West-; Mc"
moreland place beauty. "Girls have
no respect for a man who will accept
this kind oi hospitality, but they must
have escorts to public places. The
girls outnumber the men two to one.
What's a rich girl going to do units's ,
she holds out some inducements?
Papa is rich. He does not mind the
money. All I ask of a fellow is that ,
he will be nice and pleasant. I would.
even be glad to furnish hint with his
, cigarette money if he wouldn•t be per-
petnallv in a grouch. The trouble
the men is they are becoming
too dictatorial. We have petted and
coddled them until they expect too I
much.
"I feel sorry for the poor girls in
enciety. It's difficult enough for the
rich once to keep bcatut. There is
nothing for the poor girls who can't
spend tottery on the fellows to do but
to co without.
'Toe know it girl won't do this. eo
• they hate been obliged to follow the
wealthy girls and furnish the theater
ticket.'
Some CoAfessions.
"Es etv yotinv man soeiety has a:
least three or four telephone Calls 1
. week from society girl' inviting his'
to vo to time theater with her." laid 7
, well-known voting man who belong.
res the Westminster Place sct.
' "Many of the young' men in sn,i•
never think of hiivina a theater t. -
eraii;e they can't afford On the
small salaries they earn it is all thee
• ran do to nay their tailor, club and
bash hills!. Of course there are wealth's-
fePon s to whom this does not annle
.4111t the generaliy of . men in the
let-veneer society set atcept these
favors from the
"The ,sirla have tl'erilselve4 to
, four ve r ago en there was a
blame. aTchey i:111:1. 1C rICCII it three s
searciev of young men, and now they
smolt keen it un.
a professional society 'sponge.' Now
self. drifted into the habit of he;riw
"sometimes feel ashamed of my-
am so harrleeed that my conscience
does not tronble me.
"For myself I had rather be a ma,
whom the girls, deep down in theie
heerte. could resneet. bet they have
entailed me. so I smite-tee I will sheep.
ishly 'hate so accept their favors."
old fashioned residence was there dur-
ing the war, and remained standing.
until several years ago when Mr. J.
Andy Bauer bought the property andImBEDDED iniadbetrIsie buioldf iltsifthttopriint e.iloaswau. Th
aac 
sedioer
steamboat gunneling, and since the
residence was razed the material has
lain in a heap on the vacant ground.
Beirg of a very kght nature Captain
Owen bought it for use in his private
ferryboat docks at foot of Kentucky
avenue. A useless piece of the lum-
ber was being chopped yesterday by
Civil mit of the boat attaches, when hie




fire darting, ikw off to one 
de. 
The )116
p Wiiece aa then slowly chopped open
nd the grapeshot found imbedded in 
a
the center.
Captain Owen behetes the missile
penetrated the timber when the gun-




anything a spciety girl
is to stay at home. If
have sonic boar at her
is unha_ppy. E,pe-








Winnipeg. Man., Feb. 7.—The
Manitoba government has decided to
go into the teiephone business on an
extensive scale, and Premier Roblin
states that within a year the province
will be operating over a thousand
miles of its own lines. This action,
on the part of the government, is the
result of the high rates charged by
the Bell Telephone company, of Cana-
da, and it is expected this invasion
will more than cut the present tele-
phone rates in two.
A number of municipalities and
towns are also preparing to build
municipal systems, and one of the
first things to be taken up by the
Winnipeg city council will be the
building of a municipal-owned sys-
tem, the people having voted in favor
of such a system by a very large ma-
jority. Winnipeg, with its 125,000
people, is charged more than • In)
other city in Mlanitoba for its tele-
phones, 'and experts have shown that
telephones can be operated at a profit
for less than half the pre,.2 now
charged.





is Has Lain Since the
War, When Paducah Was
Shelled by Gunbopt.
Inge-41.14d in the center of a thick
recce of timber, one of the attaches
of the ferryboat Bettie Owen yester-
day found a large grapeshot, doubt'
Iris sent 'onto the wood during the •
mrhhing of this city by the army stud- I
sate during the civil war over forty
sears ago. Captain Robert Owen of
:he 'boat is keeifing the piece of
volod with grapeshot in Its imbeded
position, as a relic, as the wood is
-AO preserved, with exception of the
lightly decayed part inside the hole
made by the missile of war on enter-
ing
The timber came net
log house thatsstood for many years
at Sixth and Campbell streets 'beside Soul culture is
iSe Ferd Ingrain homestead. The romisanionahi
4
Truth in Kansas.
The cditof of the Barber county in.
dex does not mean to mislead anyone.
Since the pais is no more, he haa
taken out the railroad time cards and
runs this instead: ' Trains are dun
when )ou see the smoke "-- Kansa,
City Journal.
Character i• the only absolutely • mm-
dispensable capitalbi the OM
a matter of siiirhuat
Mattil Efingera Co.'
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
Abram L. Weil & Co•
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,; Liability, Steam Buller-
_
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 36o. Residence Phone 726A•
Big Bargaine in
Wall Paper
Now is the time do Buy
MA Paper
We have the largest line of up-to-datc wall paper




















"CONSUMED" GRIii eIN'S CASH
S. B. GRIFFITH 
CONTENDS HE LOANED CHARLES
 WILSON
Sias WITH 
UNDERSTANDING THE LATTER WAS TO 
PAT-
ENT HIS SMOKE
-CONSUMING INVENTION—W. T. COOPE
R
APPEALS CASE IN 
WHICH QUARTERLY COURT RE
FUSED
HIS LIEN P
RIORITY ON THE J. H. UPSHAW
 CROP—COURT
REFUSED HIS LIEN 
PRIORITY ON THE J. H. UPSHAW CROP
—COURT SET FOR 
NEXT THURSDAY SUIT OF MRS. 
WM.
OVERSTREET AGAINST A
. 0 U. W. — DENKER'S STATE
LIQUOR LICENSE 
BOUGHT BY ROY NELSON.
f
S. B. Griffith 




11. Wilson to 
compel the latter to
•pay back to Gri
ffin $125 Griffin 
loaned
Wilson so he coul
d get patented
smoke consumer he 
invented. Griffin




wants his money 
back. The loau
v,ss made March 2t
, 1906.
Litigation Appealed.
VI. T. Cooper 
yesterday appealed
from quarterly to 
circuit court the
out of N. S. 
Thomas against 
Cooper
'and J. Ii. 
Upshaw. Thomas 
leased
Upshavr some land, 
the agreement
being Thomas was 
to furnish Up-
ehave some groc
eries, to be paid for
'set of the 
proceeds when 
Upshaw






?hennas both claimed 
the crop should
go to paying their 
claims against Up-
skew. The matter 
was carried to the
court and the judge 
decided Thomas'
lien on the crop 
was given preced-
ence.. while Cooper 
claims his claim
should be given pri
ority, therefore he
Appeals to the circuit 
court the sic-
of the quarterly 
tribunal.
Yesterday's Orders.
The judge in the 
circuit court ses-
terday set aside the 
order of sub-
mission. so an amended 
petition could
be lodged in the 
suit of Crockett
Jgainst Crockett.
The judge set for 
hearing next
'Thursday the case whe
re Mrs. ‘Vm.
Overstreet sues the Gra
nd Lodge of
the Ancient Order of 
United Work-
men for $s,000 she 
claims due her as
he amount of an insuranc
e policy her
husband held on his life in 
this order
before death. The 
organization re-
fuses to pay the claim, 
and the jury
started trying the litigation 
two weeks
ago, but the controver
sy being de-
duced to some law poi
nts the jury
uas done away with, and 
the matter
submitted to Judge Reed 
individually
-for decision
A judgment ordering the 
sale of
some property was filed in 
the action
of Walters executrix.. again% 
Sherron
The master commissioner 
filed a
report of claims in the li
tigation of
Wm. Stanley against R. P. 
Stanley.
It was decided that oral 
evidence
be heard when there was 
taken up




James W. Bytom set:eras)
Tied in the county court as 
admin-




loscar Denker of lop Kentucky
a.enue has sold his state liquor 
li-
cense to R. L. Nelson of 07 South
Third street. the transfer being made
lo the county clerk.
Property Sold.
Property on Third betueen Norton
and Tennessee streets has been sold
by M. E. Wicker to Hattie E. Peach-
er for $1.050 and the deed filed y
es-
terday with the clerks.
Ann 0. Woolfolk sold to Joe Fried-
"flan for two property on South Third
street
W. A. Rudolph transferred to the
-trustees of county school District No.
Is. for 95 property in the county,
S. M. Dorris sold to T. B. Ogden
I
'or $esso land in the county.
H. I. Maffet bought from Mary
Smith, for $1,acso property on Bern.
helm avenue.
Licensed to Wed.
Finley Wade and Bertha Means
were granted a license yesterday by
the clerk to marry.
1111•••••••11.1
Final Divid".end.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
.-ourt yesterday doolated the final
dividend in the bankrupt case of
Moses Schwab, who has gotten his
discharge, and the referee now rec-
ommends to Judge Evans at Louis-
ville, that the litigation be closed.
SUES FOR PARAPHERNALIA.
Chris Mueller and John Rose Seek to
Recover Lottery Property.
New Albany, Ind., Feb. 8.—In
Magistrate Fogle's court a suit in re-
plevin was filed by John R. Rose and
Chris Mueller, both of Louisville.
against Capt. Witham Adams. chief of
police, and Sergeant Harry Sinesc,
property elerk, for the possession of
twenty-fite slot machines and a coin-
olete lottery paraphernalia, the gam-
bling devices having been seized by
the New Albany police months ago.
The writ was f.crvcd by Lafayette
Wood, constable, and is returnable in
Magistrate Fogies court February 14-
Moeller and Rose gave bond of 950
each and were given possession of the
gambling devices, which they had
hauled away.
The lottery outfit. which consisted
of the wheel, all the printing appa-
ratus for preparing Oh: tickets and
iverything connected with toe draw-
ings were seized last August by Capt.
G. W. McCulloch and a detail of New
Albany police. They have since been
stored at the central police station.
The slot machines were captured sev-
eral months, before in a rooen at the
rear of William Jenk'• saloon, on
Main street, near State Jenks dis-
claimed at the time any ownership in
them. and said they were stored in an
unused room and that he had nothing
to do nith them. The lottery devices
had been in use in a stable especially




Evidence Shows Citizens Coul-i Not
Have Gotten Army Cartridges.
W4sh)1181011, Feb. 7 —The senate
committee on military affairs began
its third day of the Brownsville hear-
ing today. Former Sergt. Israel Har-
ri,, having concluded his testimony,
ea. permitted to return to h.* home
in Boston. and was succeeded today
by Jacob I). Frazer, former Irst eer-
geant of Company D, Twenty-fifth
infantry. Senator Foraker conducted
the examination. and he had not pro-
ci edict far is hcia his methods were
challenged hs Senator Pettus, who
declared that the Ohio senator was
i.-ding the witness.
The result of the testimony given
showed that no Springfield cartridges
could have been secured by the citi-
aen• of Brownsville.
No man ever did hi. duty standing
on his dignity. • MEM
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
liie Tw.ce-a-Week Republic. of St.
Louis, Mo.. is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending Sr
for the year's subscription to their
-great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress. a monthly agricultural pa-
-per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you alie taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ftil pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
Art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roles pinned to her pink bodice. If
'Phi& one is desired, order No. ID, "The
'Spring Girl" No. It, or "The Summer
'Girl," weafi a. light brown picture
bat, trimmed with light green. She
also weans a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The reosaining pictu*, or
No. TT, 4 a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing ,"The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her' ncck
end a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black.' To tell them.
from real ebony it would-he necessary
to take them from the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than so cents. The bcst recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to Say
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money kr your subscriptibn and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in A merich.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only St.
Remit by oostoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal cheeks.
Write name and address plainly. A:-
dress all orders to the S.t..„LoOs Re-
rublic, St. Lenis, Mo.
HAMILTON AND
LOADED SKIFF
, MT. VERNON, IND., AUTHORI-
TIES HAVE ARRESTED
HIM THERE.
It is Believed By Them That He
Stole a Fine Skiff, Loaded With
Pork and Household Goods.
Will Hamilton is in the toils of the
Mh. Vernon, Ind., police, who ore try-
ing to find out whether he stole the
fine skiff and stock of goods found in
'his possession, or whether lie really
fame by them honestly. The authori-
ties have their doubts in the matter
and are detaining him until the cir-
cumstances are sifted out.
Hamilton is the Paducah character
who slashed to death ''Bad Jack"
Stnith several years ago down on
South Second street near Kentucky
Marshal Dab Holliman, of
Mt. Vernon, wrote a letter which
Chief Collins received 'here yesterday,
and in the communication Mr.
asks if Hamilton is wanted in
this city.
In explaining the matter Marsha/
Holliman continued that Hamilton
was found there with a fine skiff load-
ed with fresh pork, household goods
and other articles. He told many con-
flicting stories as to how he came in
nossession of the outfit. As to the
skiff he contended that he bought it
from Ed Pickle, of the Fowler-Crum-
bough boat store in this city, had it
shipped on the Joe Fowler to Evans-
ville and there put it in the river and
started up stream. Marshal Holliman
asked that Chief Collins ascertain ii
Pickle sold the boat to Hamilton. and
inquiry at the boat store develops that
nobody by the name of Pickle works
either there or at the wharfboat.
The Mt. Vernon people believe the
entire Outfit was stolen by Hamilton,
who has been up heretofore on many
-bargee, but never for theft. He es-
tabliehed self-defense %hen he killed
"Bad Jack' Smith.
GOOD STORIES HEARD IN
WASHINGTON CLOAK-ROOMS
(By R M. Cheshire
In the cloak-rooms the temperaters
sometimes gets to the melting point
and a New York member was caw-
plaining of the heat. when Represent '-
tie: Shades-. of Kentucky, told ill
story:
"Your saying it is too warm her..
reminds me of what the late Hon.
Dan Voorhees said in a murder trial
in Louisville. It way a very warm
day and the court-room was packed
to suffocation. Voorhees arose to be-
gin his argument, and, casting his
eyes over the jury, he discovered that
one of the members was fast asleep
Frowning with indignation, Mr. Voor-
hees motioned to one of the court offi-
cials and pointed -toward the sleeping
man. The slumberer was shaken vig-
orously by the officer and was
brought around to coneciousneee. The
juror seas mortified at the enormity
of his offense and could hardly find
words to reply to the questions of the
judge. Finally thc juror managed to
say that he could not help dozing off
when he was warm and crowded.
"'If the gentleman always sleeps
when it is warni and crowded.' said
Voorhees. 'the gentleman will nr•
doubt enjoy himself in hades.'
"The juror didn't like the joke, and
he hung the jury against Voorhees'
client "
Sev,sral year: ago Col. W. F. Cody
had in his aggregation a westerner
named Bronco Bill. There were In-
dian, in the show, and a missionary
had joined to look after the morals of
the red brother. Thinking that Bronco
Bill would bear a little looking after
also, the good man secured a seat by
his side at the dinner table, and re-
marked pleasantly!
"this is Mr. Bronco Bill, is it not?"
"Yas. them•s my entitlement,,"-was
the reply.
'Where were you born?"
"Near Kit Bullard's miU, on Big
Pigeon."




"O—ah—yaas. Smith & Wesson."
A representative from Nebraska
says that many years ago there was a
landlord who kept the old Tremont
House at Nebraska City who was a
despis.sr of people who tried to be
aristozrats. One day the old fellow
wat "cussing out" aristocrats to a
crowd on the porch of the hotel when
a rough-looking fellow asked!
"An' what kind o' animal may an
aristocrat be?"
"There arc different kinds, Bill,"
answered the landlord. "but the kind
I most detest is the cod-fish aristo-
crat."
"An' what's him?"
"A cod-fish aristocrat is one of those
fellows who can pin a dried hetrring
to his coat-tail and imagine himself to
he a whale."
Rep-esentative Clayton. of Ala-
bama, tells a story about an old jus-
tice of the peace who placed ereat
reliance in the words of Holy Writ.
and every decision of hit court went
SEVERE ECZEMA
CUE IN SOUTH
Suffers Three Years—Hands and
Eye Most Affected—Employed
Doctor to No Effect—Now Entirely
Recovered and Will Recommend
CUTICURA REMEDIES IN
ALL PARTS OF PARISH
"My wits was taken badly with ece
llama for three years, and she employed
a doctor with no




of her hands and








but it did her a sight of good. Then we
complied with the instructions in using
the entire set of Cuticura Remedies
and my wife k entirely recovered. She
thanks Cutioura very much, and will
recommend it highly in our locality
and t every nook and corner of our
God bless you for the sake of
suffering humanity. I. M. Robert. Hy-
dropolis. La., Jan. 5 and Sept.. 1, MO."
SOUTHERN MAN CURED
Of. Terrible Eczema by Cutkura
Its Six Weeks.
"Some time ago I suffered terribly
with eczema, and I had the bent mettl-
e& attendance, but the more medicine
I took the worse It seemed to get. I
kept on with medicine for about five
weeks until I saw the Cutkura Rein-
edits advertised, and I at onoe pur-
chased the Cutloura Soap, Cuticure
Ointment, and Cuticura Resoivent, but
hsd not the slightest hope cf them
I had
Lung the (\nicer* Remediee I saw tbe
me. After wed Ube first
as smooth as over. 1=r°vraii advise
v•enent, and in just six week* any
=wow sufferin
g (rum the terrible
to use the Cuticura Remedies.
=et& 1:12 SpringIL C., June 12, live." '












to show that it was his purpose to do
the square thing by all.
One day a fellow brought a replevin
suit against a neighbor to recover pos-
session of a hog. The case came on
with a long array of witnesses on
both sides, and these witnesses were
of equal credibility. The defendant's
witnesses swore as strong that the
bog was the defendant's as plaintiff's
witnesses that the hog was plaintiff's.
The justice was in a quandary; every-
thing seemed eo be equal. and after
stating hIs difficulty in making a de-
cision, he said:
"1 am compelled to decide this mat-
ter one way or the other and since I
find nothing in the code to meet just
such a case, I shall be compelled to
follow the only precedent I know of
that comes near applying and which
was resorted to by that eminently
wise and good man. Solomon, of
whom I think very few of you ever
beard; and in so doing the judgment
of this court is that you divide the
hog. and each man pay half the cost "
''In cite of the colored churches of
my city." says Representative Moon.
of Tennessee, "there is an old darkey
who still lives in the slave times, and
Its• never adapted himself so new
ways. -He is a regular church-goer
and delights to talk in prayer-meet-
ings and at other time when oppor-
tunity offers.
"Being an uneducated man and his
ideas and vocahnlary both limitcd, he
always gets off the .ame set speech.
It dwells upon the abounding good-
ness of His Maker. thankfulness for
blessing, to a 'pore sinner.' and in-
variably ends with:
"`Brudderin' and sisterin', I is a
wuthIcs- critter. but l'se gwine ter
sarve de La.. d 61 I dies, an' ohen yer
sees me daid, yowe guine ter cr
daiih BaRtist.'"
Senator Berry. of Arkansas oho .so
vigorously opposed an increase of
salary for representatives and sena-
tors, is the .father of the yarn about
a prevaricating witnesa in 'his atate.
It is said that a witness was being
examined and his evidense clearly
showed that he was not confining
himself to the truth by any means.
In fact it was known that tne witness
was long shot on truthfulness. and
the attorney asked him:
"Mr. Elder, why tlo'you stand here
before the judge and jury and prevari-
cate in that waY?"
"I would like to know, sir, how you
can expect a man from gvaricatin'
when he's got four of his fronth teeth
punched out."
Emanuel Thomas, a son of Ham,
who hails from Georgia, and who has
been an employe of the governnient
printing office for more than forty
years, tells his congressman that he is
not bothered about an increase of pay.
but that he wants Saturday afternoon
off.
"Boss," said Thomas to the con-
gressman. "you knows dat hit goes
mighty ergin de grain of Georgia nig-
gers ter work Set'day evening. I was
fotched up ter have my Satday even-
ings off, an' all de *speetable white
folks of de sour giv de nigger., Satday
evening, an' I wants it here, salt. I'se
in my eighty-third year, eah, but I'm
ACCIDUNI INSURANCU
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Cc*.
BIGI3EST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Restdenvt: 72f
CAMIllta MUM
I Quit paying rent. Let us build this house; as ysy for IS 7Af# rill
pay rent. %mot hi os la an ports of the city. Nice kite ea the
proposed an sztoosioa au Brood so miss depot and ea Aim
streets iron ego so eggs gads. Buy now en lastallasono pion
while cheap- Trio is the Maims ground is the city. Progeny lo
annsaciag npilly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGME CO.
INCORPORATES
Laud D. Baader; Pres. sad MSc Pbone AIL
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
1
pao.. es&.4 otaroao4saleasio• ISIONOtooluoisraoftwais.
E. COVULSON,
....PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water liestIno.






good h•sigh and this von-
blued with modem sari.ary
fisturea he?, to keep
of your house. 11kastillenr Pacce:.
Enameled plumbing fixtures rusk e
bath rearms are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend rnsiknig hat Is yarn im-
prisonments, let no :how you satnoks4 of
this famous ware: Ire gualoares good
_ work, prompt I.eretice aad ansetile as
ruses how treal4 OP low WIN vow job.
E. D. HAMNAN.
Both Phones sot 132 Lk Oh.
CUMBERLAND TELEPHNNE ft TELEGRAPH CO.
INCORPORATBD
Has issued statement of its hiaain esa for month of Dec
ember and the
increase in the number of its sabacrib ers is shown se. follow
s:
Number subscribers Decembee i,Igoe 
Number added during month ..... 
6.43s
Number discontinued .  ..... I    1.603
Net increase  . .





%%DUCAR REAL Erma- varrERN.KerruacY FARM EASIE j
WIIMILY PAYMENT LOTS4OR /NYESTMEN
T. 1111101111,1
MENTIKKEAUCAL ESTATE IP .11Y46414lND 
PRICE UST '
MEE TO EVERY1. SEND PC R IT.
117.DG 6 lit W. WanW411081X. Pladlikffhlk
spry as cr cricket an' can make de order 
whiskey. The supreme coutt
tongues of de young riggers hang out rays: 
"The contention that he, th'e .
when dey works, but 1 wants my Sat'-kdefendant, 
acted as agent or buyet,
day evening. end ordered -w
hiskey over the tele-
f p
hone is a mere subterfuge and pre-
No Booze By Phone, 
tense to cover up the 'illicit sale of
Thc supreme court has handed
down a decision to the efiseet that a
man living in a dry county cannot ADVERTISE 
IN THE REOISTIIII












Tilt. lith13111 ful 
fireside. His suicide was no repa-













Entered at the Postoffice of Padu•
* cab, Ky.. as secand-claas mail matter
-One 4teato, $5.00
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IlOse week .... .to
to receive thee paper
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We ore a orized to announce the
condi Joe A. Purchase for city
ti the action of the
democratic/party.
We ore,aatinsethed to announce, the
cartifidoettSf W, T. (Effly) Reed for
cis? jaire;r, puleject to the action of
the democratic Pti.fty.
We arc authorised to announce the
candidacy a' Sam L Beadles for city
sailer, arliafttt to the action of the
democic isarty.
We ase authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Ilymarsh for city
jailer. subject to the action of the
demoer.rtic party.
Railroad Commoser.
We are authorized to announce
Ceorge % I.andram, of Livingston
county, as a candidate for railroad
rooiniksioseir from the First Rail-
road district of Kentucky; subject to
*he action of the democratic party
City Tressurer.
We are authorized to announce the
sandidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
Saturday Morning, February g. rgoy.
After the Oral term
It there is any individual of whom
the American people have a perfect
contempt it is the grafter, and
4-specially one in public office. In
commenting on the subject the St.
Louis Republic rays:
'The expulsion from the Colorado
sienate. by a vote that lacked onlyone
of being unanimous, of a member
• found upon investigation to have
token A bribe is mother healthy sign
of the growing determination in this
country to drive graft and corruption
from the hails el legialation.
"A few streets age the Arkansas
senate expeled a member for the
same offense, after another member
%ad been sent to the penitentiary for
perjury in connection with acts of
bribery committed in the seasion of
'two years ago.
"Senator Burton, in jail at Ironton,
is still another evidence that the
temper of the times demands that
men sent to represent the people in
eonareaa and in the state legisla-
tures shall honestly use the powers
intruated to them. ,
I'Governor Polk's wor upon Abe
lobby at Jefferson City accords with
the spirit maniiestoth all over the
ennntry that not only Olen members
of legislative bodies be 'held act-ount-
nble for the hOncst performance of
their funcetiona, hut that they shall
tow be annoyed by corrupt solicita-
tion to 'betray their trusts.,
"Ti ;$ necessary to enforce the intle
rigidly. if representative government
is to to compiellp, the purposes for
which it exisAan - nast majority
of legislatiorsInos .o scaler men. are
honest, but here are among their
some who cannot resist temptation.
"To enforce snepptiloos integrity
of action and to malse election to con-
ferees ot to a anatealegjislature a testi-
monial of metiieel. priblie confidence
whish then ''itiit•dare not betray is
• ponulor pursètØb evident to he,
Intietaken.
"The lot of tlie corrupt lobbyist.
nod of the legislative grafter is mis
Inflect. cast in. pleasant places" ,
''Shortly after, a repetition of this
awful tragedy, under almost identical
circumstances, occured in the city of
Richmond. Louisville has had many
a case of the "star boarder" wrecking
a home.
'The truth is that no house i large
ebough for more than one family.
Home is the foremost and most sac-
red of human institutions. It is of
divine origin, and the existence of a
personal devil never scents clearer
than when the home-wrecker gets in
his work. To promote civilization,
to safeguard morality and righteous-
otos, to insure happiness, we must
preserve its purity, and to do so
must protect it from all perilous forms
of intruaion. A man, who is a saint
in his oon, may be a demon in an-
other man's home.
"Homes should be thrown open to
those only who are members of the
forrily by close ties of nature.
grave menace to society at present
la the crowding of poorer families into
tinement houses. "Better a garret,"
says the Times-Dispatch, "which a
man may call his own without intru-
sion than a pretentious house with
a mixed company." The tenement
houses turn out, Largely because sai
the absence of ;'anestlring like yeah
home life, a very large crithinal class.
More real homes mean fewer cone-
nals."
Every man nho really Mid tinny 1- 
p.
i • ' '
'iliachelor—A man with holes in histIoNcs his home will indorse -the Avis socks and none in his heart.
"expressed by the Louisville heraldHeat—A warmness.  
-when it says: .. 
I
-. - l Heat. Steam—A coolness. Usuallyt• 
lbetween the janitor and the tenant."A powerful article on thio vital i . -neeic appears in the Richmond. Va.. ShOnt (plural, shonts)—A change of'limes-Dispatch. A citizen Of Neer 'base.1 ork a few weeks ago invited a fel- "I think I'll take a shunt from driv-few citizen to board at his homes. ing .Pauatna coolies to herding New?Ile new boarder had no sooner tale- 'York coolies."—Mosings of an Engi-ten quarters in his friend's house than neer. steam driven torpedo which he be-lle fell in lose with the latter's wife. I lieves will make the torpedo boat the%Honing pressed his attentions unsue- Snow—A grayish-brown substance most deadly of fighting vessels, sayseessfully, he finally shot inul killed of a peculiarly indestructible nature, the New York Tribune. The newoebe unfortunate woman. Then he usually found in New York streets projectile will be supplied with aormnictted -suicide. But he had al- from December. to July, or, in cold quantity of water forced into thegcrdy vv.-reeked 3 pheasant and cheer- summers. !tttgost. chamber with it. and the steam Renee-
1
the Nov Bugaboo
(James J. Iviontague. in Chicago Examiner.)
Just be careful, Mr. Tillman, don't you dare to intimate
That there's anything the matter with our statecraft up to date;
Make no rude insinuations that the ylorious G. 0. P.,
As it's now conducted, isn't everythog it ought to be.
Better drop that Brownsville business, and that minstrel joke and such
For you'll get the Japs sicked on you if you talk. too much.
As for Hanks, the latest liar, who has dared to disagree
With a story that the White House stamps with authenticity.
He'll be wise to reconsider all that he has had to say,
And not give it to the public till it's marked with Loch's 0. K.
When the White House makes a statement he had better look demure.
For he'll get the Japs sicked on him if he don't say "Sure!"
As for Foraker and Bellamy, Maria and the rest,
Who have not always followeidlhe executive's behest,
If they'd proceed with wasdontotney all will get in line
And never wag their tenaue4 except to echo loudly—"Fine!"
For a hateful, horrid bugaboo has lately hove in sight.
And they'll get the Japs sicked tort them if they are not in right.
Behold how California hides her diminished head.
Regrets her past audacity, and skulks beneath the bed.
Behold how all the nation trembles lest the awful Jap
Lines up behind the president and sweeps us off the map.
We'd better find omit what to do, and do it right away.
For we'll get the Japs sicked on us if we get too gay.
....orr000m 41~raraiwile
Wh e uiWe seitate is berginninti to go
into the Brownsville matter, another
race problem has come up right here
in the District of Columbia which
threatens to shake the local govern-
ment to its foundation's. The mu-
lattoes, who are classy and particular.
are drawing the color line in the
schools. They don't want their chil-
dren to associate with the ordloary
blackish Ethiopians, and are holding
meetings and passing resolutions urg-
ing upon congress to establish sepa-
rate cshool for them.
The Ethiopians take Senator Till-
man's view—that a neoro is a negro,
or, to use the more elegant language
of Mr. Roosevelt, "all coons look
alike :o them."
They say that to separate the mu-
latto sheep from the full-blooded ne-
gro goats would be drawing the color
line, violating the fourteenth and fif-
teenth amendments to the constitu-
tion and otherwise creating riot and
disorder, and that it is all wrong.
They urge further that a division
of this kind would necessitate two
sets of Jim Crow cars on every train
in the south, and that if the mulat-
toes hasc a right to establish their
separate othnological entity. so base
the quadroons and the octoroon s,
which would necessitate four schools
for every set of children in the district
and four cars, on every train.
The matter 'has not yet been
brongtit to congress. but as that body
is the city council of the District of
Columbia it will probably have to deal
with it in some form or another be-
fore the end of the session.
• • • • • •
Thus far there has been no pro
timiciamento on the subject from the
FIGHT IS MADE ON
LIQUOR BILL
Minority in Illinois Legislature
pose County Feature of theconducted, The mayor of that Measure.city and several members of the
411. 
A New York jury may convict
Thaw, but down this way we doubt
if jury could be found to inflict the
penalty. Thaw is no doubt guilty of
murder, legally speaking. but from the
testimony of his wife in regard to
the character of the man %shorn he
kiled, he rendered society a service
when lie rid the earth of such a man.
Thaw may be a man of vicious habitsg
also, but no doubt can remain but
%chat W'hite was by far the worst of
the two; and the service rendered bat
Thaw is enough to at least make the
average person hone for his acquittal
lipon the ground that the world is
better off by his art.
The court of appeals in thc recent
decision affirming the Graves circuit
court in the case of 3 brewing corn-
pony convicted of violat•ror the local
option law said:
"A contract made by a brew-
ing company in its warehouse
situated outside of local op-
tion territory to sell a pur-
chaser a case of beer, co be delivered
and which was delivered to the pur-
chaser in local option territory, was
a violation of the local option law
inforce at the place of delivery.
S. 
-
President Roosevelt will today
issue to the board of education of
San Francisco his orders as to how
the public schools of that city are to
be
board readied Washington last night
in response to the commands. of the
chief executive, and here's hoping
they- may have backbone enought to
tell his excellency Oar they will at-
tend to their business and hope he I
will attend to his.
The public is asking if it is not
time for a decision to be reached in
the controversy as to whether the
East Tennessee Telephone company
oe the city of Paducah owns and
controls the public highways in this
city. The case has been hung up for
nearly a year now, and the people
desire to see the matter settled one
way or the other.
Rockefeller now comes forward
with a donation of $32,000.000 for
educational purposes. Now watch for





.Ont—The personification of indus-try, and the model of trust magnates—for use by their employes.
"Go to -the ant, thou sluggard."
"I'm headed there now; going to
ake a touch."—Dippy Dialogue.
OP-
Springfield, Ill., Feb 8.---The house
committee on judiciary fixed upon
Feb. to as the day upon which advo-
cates of the Sheldon or Anti-saloon
league local option bill will be heard
by that body and the following day
as the date for a hearing of opponents
of the measure. Minority Leader Pat-
tison complained that these dates
were too early. but he yielded to the
will of the majority.
Isegislators in the house told Chair-
man Sheldon of the coramittee that
they were being bombarded with let-
ters and tlegrams from all parts o'
the state urging early considemtion of
the local option bill and .Chairman
Sheldon. although disclaiming any
desire to "railroad- the measure
through the committee, indicated his
willingness that a day be set for a
hearing.
The democrats are preparing to
make a hot fight on the county fea-
titre of the bill and it,is the expressed
opinion of a majority of the house
members *at a strict local option
tell will be all that the anti-salloon
league can hope to get from the forty-
fifth general assembly.
As usual, the opponents of local op-
tion will base their arroimeets on the
revenue fcature of local sption and
will point out that if the electors of
counties are permitted to determine
whether saloons shall he permitted in
cities and villages within such coun-
ties the "drys" will be in the ma-
jotity and onunicipalitien that depend
Ilion saloon license receipts for the,,..Art—The cosupotion of the unoccu- support of their schools will be seri-
ously hatoncapped and the burdens
cf taxpayers proportionately in-
creased.
STEAM DRIVEN TORPEDO.
Hudson Maxim's Device Hat Twice
the Range of Old Ones.
After experimenting for more than
seven years Hodson Ihnixine the in-
ventor, has succeeded in building a
.""rwom""111
white house. The Brownsville mat-
ter and the new appointment in Ohio
furnish all the color the president
cares to think about just now.
Charles Stedman Honks has been
tamed over to the silenced majority
of friends of the administration who
have not agreed with the president on
matters of fact. Hanks with one Har-
riman (not E. Ii.) were employed to
get some figures about interstate com-
merce, which they did with astonish-
ing results. They found that the fig-
ures of the commission's experts,
about the earning capacity of the rail-
roads, were all wrong, and that the
commission's methods os computa-
tion needed revising.
Just about that time senatorial
friends of the commissioners beton
to wonder who Hanks and Harriman
were, who was pavine them and what
business they had entitle in with the
commission't private business.
The senate wanted to know so very
much that it passed a resolution ask-
ing. for information. It got it. The
information was to the effect that
;Tanks and Harrittran were off the iott
Then the president wrote to Hanks
exnressing astonishment at Ins figures
and reerettine that he. Hanks. had
disacreed with him—the president—
and has said thins knowing them to
he false Hanks feels; bad about the
letter, but probably no worse than
did Mr. and M. Storer, Mr. William
C. Chandler. Tillman and most of the
newsreiner men, and men in public life
;n Wathinaton.
The hstilt of bovine a different kind
of a memory from that of the presi-
dent is the moo infestuous thing in
Washington.
ated will operate a turbine engine in
the torpedo.
"Years ago," Nfe. Maxim said re-
cently, "I realized that the torpedo
boat would not become a powerful
factor in sea fighting until the speed
and power of the torpedo itself were
greatly increased. The new torpedo
in general appearance resembles the
Onntitehead torpedo. The distance
%inch the new torpedo will travel
through the water will be double that
of the ordinary torpedo. The motorite
will take the place of compressed air.
-In try torpedo, on which I have
already expended $75,000, a self-com-
bustible material, called motorite.
similar in composition to smokeless
powder, but not itself an explosive, is
employed to furnish the motive Dower
for driving the torpedo through the
water. The moo-trite. as it will be
used in my torpedo, is in the form
of solid bars about seven inches in
diameter and four feet six inches long.
These bars of motorite are varnished
and are then forced into long steel
tubes.
"One pound of motorite evaporates
two pounds of water under a pressure
of 000 pounds to the 'anuare inch. The
rate of combustion under this pressure
is about 3 foot 3 minute. but this rate
'ran be varied for the same pressure
hv varying the hardness of the motor-
ite. Fined with motorite. a Maxim
torpedo lin always be ready for die-
ohargiotr, like a shotted gun. I will
not manufacture the torpedo myself.
hut Will 3C1I the right to sonic firm.."
HIGH WAGES IN CHILI.
Unskilled Llbor 1.flu-h in Demand at
Valparaiso.
According to a Valparaiso corre-
snondent of the London trade journal.
the scarcity of skilled artisans in
Chili exceeds that in the United
States and the wages that are being
paid far eclipse those in practically
'all craftsman lines in this country. It
is asserted that ordinary "crow-bar
and shovel laborers," or unskilled
laborers as they would be known in
this country, receive Wand, $3 per
d3y, while gas-fitters and plumbers
receive $7 to $to per day. Even with
these extreme prices the labor supply
is not adequate and Chilian newsita-
mon are indorsing the action of con-
gress in appropriating $500,000 for the
promotion of immigration.
Queen Elizabeth • is said to hose
possessed no (ewer than eighty out-



































































NEXT MONDAY THE SUPERVISORS COMMENCE COUNTING,
UP THE REAL ESTATE BOOK, AND NO COMPLAINING
PROPERTY OWNER WILL BE RECEIVED BY THE BODY
WHICH HAS GIVEN ALL 0 THIS WEEK TO THOSE
WHOSE ASSESSMENTS HAV E BEEN RAISED—BY FIRST
MONDAY IN MARCH THE GENERAL COUNCIL WILL BE
ABLE TO FIX THE 'okay CITY AX RATE.
Today is the last day the city board
oi supervisors will receive complaints
foot' parties whose assessment on
property the members raised for
municipal tax purposes. All those who
do not appear today will be barred
from com'ing before the supervisors
.nd giving in what reason they ad-
socate to show the raises made should
aot stand.
All this week the board has been
searing the property owners increas-
ed, and now next Monday morning
the members of the body will com-
merce putting, in red ink, upon the
assessment books, the notation of
whatever raise was made to each
niece of propesty. It 'All possibly
take all week to make entry of the
iocreases, made and which stand, and
then after the supervisors finish this
they win take up the question of plac-
ing vnluation upon thc property own-
ed by private corporations operating
tinder public franclifises, such as the
two telephone companies, the two
telegraph concerns, the street ear and
private light corporation, and others.
The board has been trying to get
to these franchise assessments for
some time now, but different matters
engrossed their attention to the ex-
tent they have decided to wait until
they finish adding raises and totaling
the real estate book, before delving
into the franchise proposition.
As the supervisors add up page af-
ter page on the book, no protests,
complaints or changes whatever will
be made, as they du not intend to
go to the trouble of counting up the
Igures and then have some pleading
property owner come in and want
a seduction, because ample Ome was
eiven this week for porteos, and if
the property ow.... noes ors. t•op .4 -
vantage of the privilege yvien lie will
hare to stand the result
The supervisors have beeti iii ses-
sion five weeks now, and allowing
• II of next week to count up the
book, the following week to assess
tbhe franchises and complete with
tiumerotis details, they think they
will be ready to tutu the books in
finished form over to the legislates..
boards by the last of this month.
This will give ample time for the
eencral council to flit the city tax •
mate for 1907, by the first Monday
in farch. , iv ri
The city authorities to nig belicse
they can make the tax rate Rarer •-
thon $1.85 as they have to raise at
the money possible to care for
year's current expenses,
enormous deficit of $4
from last year by the reputsheans, for






What's all this hue' akort Japoil
picking a quarrel with the United
States, because r,alifornis adato
two or three dozen Japanese chil
dren to her public schools? Carr it
tie posstble that after all our sympo
thy with that little up-start natioe.
in its war with Russia, the ungraterui
little yellow rascals, want to try tbeir
hand on fly? ‘Ve suspect the con-
ning little "smarties." (for they are
smart and cunning too,) want a pre-
text to take the Mill:opine Islands
from its. We are perfectly wilting
for them to have there, bat we are
no: going to stand no rubbery. We
don't want war with Japan, but if
vothips else will do her, will try and
rye her her belly full of it --Ftritem
Commercial.
rhe chipmunk lays by stores and
sleeps from mid-November to sprit'.




E. Guthrie CZ Co.
322-324 Broadway
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given •
to business intrusted to us.
G W. ROBERTSON, Prem. N. W. VAN CULIN. Cashier.
• 
VELENTINES
COMICS, CELLULOID AND SILK NOVELTIES, postal cards
and dainty little remembrances for St. Valentine's day. Come early
to secure choice selection.
We offer some espetiallY"Inel‘alues in postal card albums front
2oc to $200.
D. E. Wilso2‘  Book &an Music Man
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Are now selling for
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Mach Pressure Is Alio Being Brought
te Bear on Mr. Eli 0. Some, the MOWS, Owen, Colored, Gives Con-
Really Van .11•11•00 Until Today of the
Charge Against Him.
As zepring advances and the city
elections draw forth more interest,
many awe being spoken of as candi-
dates for mayor, the latest being
Colonel Robert Noble, the former
transfer man who now deals exten-
sively in plantatiops and farmlands.
Mr. ?Table is one of the most promi.
resent men in this city, with a very
strong and influential following, and
great pressure is being brought to
bear on hint from his frieads on all
sides to make the race, the belief be-
ing that he would make an excellent
chief ereentive for Paducah.
Colonel Noble, although never seek-
ing WY OffiCC, hal been active
an politics for years. being regarded
as a strong man whose power has
always had much to do in carrying
elections
Aaother well known gentleman
spologn of in connection with the
may 's race is Mr Flf C. Bonne.
the insurance and real estate man,
who in the past has held many offices
of trust and importance at the hanct•
of the people..
Hit friends want him to come out.
bet be has hot announced what he
11.-
SO MEW H AT INDIGNANT
Imo laps Are Not Tamil!. Antago-
abbe Toward the United States.
Says Tokio Paper.
Feb-8;Afternoon.—The Ho-
chi Sonibun. which has been the most
cutsioken of the Tanane,e naner• in
expressing indirnation at the action
of the San Francisco authorities. re-
grets the misrepresentation of facts
frarmmitted to it4neiejcia revardinv the
meeting of the privy council. It rich-
' stiles the carelessness of nnhltshing
I such inews without a full inquiry.
-white. the nattire of the subject de-
-serves, especially now, when Japan is
open 10 taisreeiresswitation by alarm-
ists abroad.
The general feeling here amonv the
well Allilfillt•VIRre nifftfrafly indig-
nant and resentful (wry' the San Frans
cisco occurrence. is little concerned
about it i aigular. Thc generalg m k
attitude MeSidan government.
it is thostielsci, is iftolutely necessary
at this nionseni to enetriet frns,-.1
lest they play into the hands of this
Party., hieh is evidently working to
utilizoi the San Francisco affair to
alientile both nations..
5a tethrnhere nitisfe/ii;', its
• oblisration towartl the United States,
4 a_ 
ivut t is a rnietalre to }la"t fll#,
tagortItTI 1102iftct its benefactor under
doct exists fothistrline total ail-
any cirestetweiatres.
• • 
'.EASTERN ILLINOIS IS FORMED
Wew *emboli Body May Take Place
Aof .the • 'Kitty" LeaTue.











ague is the name of a baseball
mporarily otgastieed here to-
he towns represented were
aris, Shelbyville. Taylorville.
and Charleston. The char-
the "Kitty" league will he
paltsible‘ahd• that may be the
Fri..the league.es Wolvart of Pana was maderi and W. B. Jordan tempo-reheitly, The- 4rms will be
ccd on *too salary limit with a
melee ftuftl $300. The season
beigin May 15 and end Sept. is.
meeting win be held tat Charliraten
Fdftsilsa
when application will be to the
tonal association.
Rather than sec his wife and chil-
dren suffering from the cold weather,
John Pete, colored, decided he would
steal coal. and while in the act was
caught and arraigned before Judge
Cross in the police court yesterday
morning. lie was then held to the
circuit court grand jury in Sus° bond,
the charge being petty larceny. Pete
acknogledged to taking the feel from
the Frank Gardner yards at Eleveuth
and Broadway, but said he was
prompted only by the fact that his
family was suffering and had nothing
with which to make a fire to keep
them warm.
Until today the court postponed the
warrant charging Anthony Owen, col-
ored, with obtaining money under
false pretense by stealing an axe from
the yard of County Jailer James
Eater and selling it to Clem Francioli
by claiming the property was his own
He cot fifteen cents for thaaxe.
The court dismissed the warrant
ehargiag Jeff J. Read with fellIffirlf%




Would Cut Off "Graft" of Congress-
men—Even Forbids the Attor-
ney's "Fee."
• Watiiiington. Feb. 8.—.An anti-lob-
byist bill has been introduced in the
house by Representative Tyndall. of
Missouri. and referred to the commit-
tee on judiciary. It is entitled "A
bill to prevent the unlawful employ-
ment of senators and representatives
as attorneys and to suppresae lobby-
ing in the national congress." The
first paragraph makes it unlawful "for
any person to engage in the profes-
sion or occupation of 'lobbying,' the
general object and nature of which is
to promote or suppress legislation to
the personal and financial rtin of in-
dividuals, companies or corporations."
Further along the bill provides that
it "shall be unlawful for any com-
pany. corporations or person to give
or offer to give any money or other
valuable thing, directly or indirectly,
to any United States senator or any
member of the house of representa-
tives of the United States in securing
their aid or influence as attorney or
otherwise to be used on behalf of the
defense of any suit or cause pe1ing
or abotit to be instituted iirany. t-
ed States court or any departnied
the United States government vibe
in the United States government is)
plaintiff or directly concerned in the
prosecution of such suit or other mat-
ter." •
A. provision allows citizens to ap-
pear before a committee of congress
and give testimony concernieg
pending bill, notwithstanding their
personal interest in the Proposed leg-
islation. -
Violation of any of the provisions
of the act is made punishable by a
fine of not less than Tv° or imprison-
ment of not less than six months or








Cashier C E. Rice of the Fulton
bank was here yesterday on business.
Mr. John G. Rehkopf has gone to
Flint, Mich., and. other Northern
points to buy more buggies for his
stock.
Mb. Joseph /i10(ee and wife of De-
Soto, Mo., are visiting Dr. James M.
Lang and wife.
Mr. Samuel Anspacher of New
York is visiting his mother, Mts.
Bettie Buckner of Jefferson street.
Mr. R. E. McCarty of Birminighara,
Ala, is visiting his family on West
Jackson street.
Me. L. A. Graham returned yes-
terday from Louisville.
Assistant Yardmaster Nick Hamil-
ton of the Illinois Central at Mem-
phis has arrived and entered the rail-
road hospital for treatment of rheu-
matism that afflicts him in a violent
form. Ile was accompanied by his
wife, who will he the guest of Patrol-
man Aaron Hurley and wife of South
Tenth street while her husband is in
the institution on West Broadway.
Mr. William Readies, wife and
daughter of Memphis are visiting Me.
and Mrs. Jack Houser of Tennessee
street.
Mr. George Bauer of the pottery
goes to Louisville tomorrow on busi-
ness.
Mr. Roy S. Dawson is in Chicago
on business.
Reputy U. S. Marshall Wade Brown
returned yesterday from a tour
throtoeht Western Kentucky on
official business.
Mr. F. S. Higgins and wife of St.
Louis have gone home after stopping
over here for a fe wdaye to visit their
daughtei, Mrs. Robert D. McMillen,
while en route home from Mexico.
Hon. Mike Oliver returned yester-
day from Benton.
Colorel Victor Van de Male is in
from his weekly drumming trip.
'ars Luna Paver and Miss Matid
Lemon of Mayfield have returned
home, after visiting 'here
C. E. Jennings has moved his Real
Estate and,, Insurance °Rico from
Fraternity Built:ling across the street
to lower floor of Trueheat &adding,
NO. 524 Broadway.
Shocks Here 'and There.
(Baltimore American.)
'Nebraska Isas•recently been shocked
by some pictures of Riubens, New
York tar been 'shocked by "Salome."
Texas bus been shocked by Bailey,
and several other places have had to
be content with a tre...e earthquake.
COAL MAGNATE IN SCANDAL
F. L. Robbins. King cf Bituminous
Trust, to Quit.
Pittsburg. Pa., Feb. 4.—Francis
Robbins, for years the central figure
among the bituminous coal operators
of the United Stater and their floor
leader during every joint wage con-
ference ever held with the United
Mineworkers of America and the bi-
tuminous coal interests, will on next
fitionday tendet his resignation as
chairman of the Pittsburg Coal com-
pany. :he $too,000,000 bituminous coal
trust.
He will ill all probability be suc-
ceeded by former State Senator Wil-




Relatives Had Recrved Notice That
Funeral Plans Had All Been
Laid.
Charlotte, Mich., Feb. 8.—Is Marie
Chappell dead? This question is
bothering Charlotte relatives of the
young woman who ,for several
rionths. has lived in Grand Rapids
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al-
bert Chappell.
About ten day; ago Mrs. Frank
Snyder an aunt of the girl, teceived
the startling news that he niece had
died and the funeral services would
be held at St. Andrew's Catholic
chtoch the follow‘ing day.
The communication was signed by
Edith Adams, nurse, with the addit-
ional information that she had been
requested to notify Mrs. Snyder.
The address given by Edith Adams
was 122 Third avenue. Mrs. Snyder
wrote her sympathy to the family and
sent clipilings from the Charlotte pa-
pers relative to deceased.
• She received her reply this after-
noon in the shape of a postal card
f-om the 'dead" girl. '
The card read: afio East street.
Grand Rapids. I am alive and kick-
mg. I do not know who informed
yen of my death. Ever your niece,
Mary Chappell.
The young woman is eighteen years
old and has lived in Charlotte neatly
all her life.
Ministerial duties do not prevent
the Rev. Joel H. Metcalf, of Taunton.
Mass., from pursuing astronomical
investigations. His study of the stars
has resulted in the discovery of a new
comet, which is now being closely
observed by astronomers throughout
the woricL's It has been named Met-
calf's comet,
He who has no faith in goodness
has no'experience of it.
LAY WHARF 
QUESTIONBEFOREuuuuuVw
Dr. Dwight'sSUPERINTLNDENT AT ONCE
CHAIRMAN CHAMBLIN OF THE CITY STREET COMMITTEE
WILL ENTER INTO NEGOTIATIONS AT ONCE WITH ILLI-
NOIS CENTRAL FOR PURCHASE OF LATTER'S RIVER
FRONT STRIP OF GROUND NEEDED BY THE CITY FOR
ADDITIONAL WHARF PURPOSES—HOSPITAL DIRECTORS
, HELD MEETING YESTERDAY AND TALKED OVER MAT-
TERS—BRICKMASONS BEGIN WORK ON PRINCETON DEPOT
NEXT MONDAY—GENERAL RAILROAD NEWS.
The proposition of the Illinois Cen-
tral selling to the city of Paducah
the road's strip of grou.nd between
South First street and the river front
for additional public wharf purposes
will be laid before Superintendent
Egan of the Louisville division of
the road when he arrives by Chair-
man Chamblin of the street com-
mittee for the general council. It is
mere than probable that the super-
intendent, when the question is placed
up to him for consideration. will 'have
to submit the matter to the higher
officials at Chicago, as the strip of
ground is under supervision of the
main headquarters.
The public officials :state that the
city of Paducah has been, unusually
liberal towards the railroad for years
now, and that as the I. C. does not
use the vacant strip of ground for
any purpose there is no reason why
the railroad should not sell upon
come equitable figure to be decided
on. 'The concensue of opinion is that
if the road will not sell that the
ground be taken by force by filine a
suit in the circuit court to forcibly
take possession of the narrow strip,
which is only about sixty feet wide.
but of vast importance to enlarging
the wharf space.
The general council members do
not believe they will have any
trouble in dealing successfully with
the railroad.
Railroad Pay Car.
The ray car for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad will arrive next Friday
to pay the employee their monthly
salaries This is a little earlier Than
usual.
Hospital Directors.
'Me directors for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad hoaoital held their regu-
lar quarterly meeting yesterday at the
inatitutinn on West Boadway, with
the following present:
A. Tr. F.gan. stmerintendent Louis-
ville division: I NI. F:ran, roadmaster
Tennessee division; J. J. Gayen. sup-
erintendent Tennessee division;
Henry Seheuine. superintendent
fsfeehvilte Evansville divisions: G. M.
Hubbard. stinervisor Tennessee (Fri-
sosn t r. Riaese. roadmasiee Louis-
ville division: Master Mechanic R J.
Pedtseeh; Trihn MeCnire.
engineer. Prolosealt: John Wheedon.
onisvine, et-mein-tor.
atie. Ilarry MeCniirt. the sinierin-
'evident At f ht. Snreftern di.•;-;nns wit
rally director ahsent. Throe here
•eitese over eoettne rneoers and in-
sneered the hosnitsl. which they found
;n first class condition. The hoard
contemnlates a numher of imnrove-
ments for the buildings this summer.
Engineer Stabbed.
Engineer -Smith E. Bonner, of the
Illinois Central, is confined at his
home on West Tennessee street on
account of stabs and cute inflicted
by John Long, a negro brakeman
employed on the freight train the
engineer pulls, it being first section
of freieht N& Igo. Long is being
sought by the police, who have not
yet caught him.
The brakeman became impudent
yesterday morning because the engi-
neer wanted the negro to pull some
coal from the rear of the engine ten-
der down to near the fire box, so the
fireman could heave it into the fur-
nace. Bonner refused to start out
with the train if Long went along.
and without much parley the negro
coananenced 'hammering Bonner over
the head with a lantern, and then
stabbed the engineer twice, once over
the heart and the other time on the
right side of the chest. Neither
of the wounds are serious, neither are
those caused to the head by the lan-
tern frame and chimney. Long
escaped, doing the work before Bon-
ner could offer effective resistance
Bonner had the wounds dressed at
the railroad hospital, then went
home.
Princeton Depot,
Now that :he weather is moder-
ating. Contractor George Katterjohn
expects to send a crew of men to
Princeton next Monday to begin work
on the new depot the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad is preparing to construct
there. He has the contract to do
the brick work, and would have start-
ed two weeks aro if it had not been
for the snow and cold weather which
prevent any but-si-door building
work. The new depot will cost about
$35,000 and be finished in the spring.
After Illinois CentraL
The Illinois state legislature is
after the Ilinois Central pretty strong.
as dispatches from the capitol of
that state, Springfield, state:
"More trouble is being prepared for
the Illinois Central railroad in a bill
already drawn up and ready for intro-
duction in the house to declare that
road a trespasser and without legal
right of occupancy over most of its
lines. The bill holds that the road-
way. which the railroad has any right
to maintain under its charter are those
between Cairo and Dun lieeh and be-
tween Centralia and Chicago. The
charter provision requiring the Illi-
nois Central to pay 7 per cent of its
gross receipts, the bill states, applies
only to those two strips, the remain-
der of its lint being occupied illegal-
ly."
A Plea for thg Birds.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
A writer who has culled the figures
from the reports of the department of
agriculture says:' "It was noted last
year that the potato bug was a rural
luxury that cost $8,000,000, while the
army worm cost $15,000,000 without
worrying the crop reporters particu-
larly. The boll weevil is a $2o,00,000
a year pest, and the Hessian fly aver-
ages twice the amount. San Jose
scale comes at $to,000,000 a year when
sot marked down by good luck, the
codling moth at $ao,000,ocio, and the
despised grasshopper accounts for an
agricultural loss of $so,000,000. The
farmers lost a total average of $300,-
000,octo a year through insectivorous
pests, which is three times the annual
cost of the navy and enough to pay
the pension budget twice over and
leave a balance that would tempt
Rockefeller. We must have prosper-
ous farmers to stand it." And when
the birds are destroyed the loss from
insect; will be increased many mil-
lions
A Pitiful Sight in Loudon.
One of the most pitiful sights in
Loreion is the sale of thousands of
birds of paradise, humming birds, par-
rots, owls, terns, king-fishere finches,
swallows, crown-pigeons, tanagers,
cardinals, golden orioles and other
bright tropical creature!, besides hun-
dreds of packages of the long, loose.
waving "osprey" plumes taken from
the backs of various species of arnal:
White herons and egrets. Last year.
in London alone, to give only two
conspizuotts instances, the feathers of
150n00 herons and egrets were solat
and over 40,000 birds of paradise.
Steadily, year after year, this ap-
palling waste of bird-life goes on. not
for the purpose of food or warmth or
any wise economic reason, but solely
ti minioter to a "fashion** in millinery
that coaAses in the wearing by the
women in their bonnets of one or
more birds. The very existence of
the bitantiful bird of paradise is en-
dangered so that a faehionable won-an
may flaunt from toque or picture-hat
a bunch of its plumes. The most
beautiral and wonderfnl species are
rgpiely being exterminated, many are
on tie, verge of extinction, while
others nave entirely O.:appeared. In
our own co teary so- e thirty 'petite;
or Etitirli Lads are :.a:::ed by W. il.
Hudsor a noted authority, as either
baying lieen exerpa!ed or in fa'o-
way oc. becoming so in recent year,—
Londe": Speaker.
Wouldn't Take $20,000 a Year to Quit
Selling Anton
C. A. Coey laughed at Sao,ocio a year
yesterday. For some time Coey and
F. H. Bartlett have been talking auto-
mobile and on Saturday W. Bartlett
bought the first car sold at the show,
a Thomas Flyer. Yesterday he was
again making the rounds when he met
Coey. the Chicago representative of
the Thomas companies. They ex-
changed a few words and then Mr.
Bartlett came out with his offer.
"Cocy," he said, "I think you can sell
real estate as well as you can auto-
mobiles and if you will teatne with me
'I will give you $zo,000 a year straight
salary and a five-year contract."
"Thanks, but I believe I will stay
with the automobile business. It isn't
work to sell what I have here; it's
Lily derma
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes •?..:`
the skin soft, smockth and F
white. Se:moves all hien:- 5
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FOR RENT—Elegant• itam beat -
lied office. Rare chance to: tree_t-tat





claws board, 533 Madison ar%
FURNISHED ROOMS :4 firt
•771. s• . •FOR SALE—Drug store, sto*
show cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
For up-to-date c_leaning saitaZ &#
log garments go to Solomolf.thelaii
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phone -
FOR RENT—New brIcle hOtss
a3it Jefferson-6 desirable rOcatn.3 and
very desirable place, by tilitith or.:
year. Apply J. B. HALL
vutEnTTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant fists, Sir
entb and Broadway. Apply to B. 'A
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY--
ktile-botbect unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tern-
,wrate habits, who can speak, read
and write F_nglish. For information
apply to Recruiting °Seer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Swart Aeassatalit.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
iob, Terms rea...onable.
JOHN ITY SMITH. JR., ITS Fri.
fatuity building.
simply a question of taking order •
-That offer stands for sixty days.
Mr. Bartlett said, as he walked on t
the next place.—Chicago Examiner
NO MORE MARRIAGES BY
COUSINS IN INDIANA
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 8.—A bail
legalizing the marriage of first
cousins already performed and for-
bidding future marriages of that kind
passed the house today.
• The sepate bill to prohibit barbers
from working on Sunday was amend-
ed in • h ••• today so as to includo
not on noio;;- barber ehops, biv
those ip C#6,W•i at Well.
• • - 7ers-ed a hill to create
a • t :ourt in Gibson
county.
A ll to create two additional su-
perior courts in this county passed the
house. This will make five superior




Bananas, per dozen . .. toe
Navel Oranges, per dozen ... . .15C
a cans Little Fellow Peas for . .25C
a Cara LOLUS Sweet Wrinkle Peas ac
2 CS1111 Lotus Telephone Peas for ac
3 cans Golden Glow Beans for ...esc
3 cans Sweet Corn for 25c
Table Peaches, per can tsc
7 bare Octagon Soap for 25C
3 rod cans Hi Lo Baking Powder 25c
P. K. Country Meal. 12 lbs. TSc
7 lbs. Navy Beans for asc
3 bottles Catsup for $sc
lbs. Soda Crackers for asc
2 cans Strawberry Beats for asc
Flancy Open Kettle Molasses, per..
..gallen   6oc
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
"la MC OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM








just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference,
'THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per.
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since









c.ause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
TI.e button holes, Or stud
hole, match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with biltfale
are ironed perfectly and web.
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is mint-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by








Niftiest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell evangel&
ate-szo Court Street: um Plow
12 reiA.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC.
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
305 13Inr. Day and Night
• -.at:tongue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bet
excursion c-,et of Paducah.
; •
For the Round Trip to$8,00 Tennessee river & retie
It h a trip of pleasure, combat
and rest; good service, good tabi
good roams, etc. Botts leave eat*
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. 10
For other information apply to Jai




"Chia Country els the
White Man's Country'
Rev. J. B. Cleaver preached an elo-
quent sermon Sunday, January 27, to
a large congregation at the First
Christian church in San Antonio on
the subject, "Every Nation Has a
Flag But the Coon; or the Negro
Problem froim the Scriptural Stand-
point."
The sermon was a spirited attack
on the theory that the.negro can be
raised to a level with the white man
by education and culture. Dr. Cleaver
takes the position that the negro was
made as a hewer of wood and drawer
of water and cannot be anything else.
"I am not blinded by prejudice in
this matter," said Dr. Cleaver, and I
am a northern man. I cast my first
vote for Abraham Lincoln and made
stump speeches all over the state of
Illinois in his' support.
"These are conclusions reached
after observation. I would as soon
have mules as negroes voting. They
have never failed to go to the highest
bidder.
America is Menaced.
"Nevertheless, this country of ours
—the priceless temple of our liberties,
this apkndid structure of Anglo-
Saxon civilization—is threatened by
menace and by peril from the descend
ants of the servile Canaanite—a peo-
ple oithout a history, without a na-
tion, without a flag.
"In the days when hatred and sec-
tional fury were in the saddle, when
Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee, after-
wards elected president of the United
States by the bullet of John Wilkes
Booth, was crying that treason was a
crime, when Thad Stevens. was de-
manding that the entire state of South
Carolina be tubsoiled and sown in salt
and that every disloyal son of the
south should be eternally disfran-
chised and his property be contiscat-
l
ed; V414.41 sale and NZ-11C counsels in
the national hoti•lature sere whis-
tlfd down—ansidt such aurrounding%
and with mach a t ertlIN T p-emoiling—
there sere enacted the so-called re-
cow:traction laws'—laws whose pith
and moment were bedded in the gran-
ite 
until  day. 
of the constitution and called the
Are Hewers of Wood. 
of this returnable matter was restore I
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments Ito senders last month and under the
—seising the negro citizenship and the "W'nen 
Solomon wooled the tempi( l new method now effected it is expert-
ballot .
"Eveii so wise a personage as the
present speaker, whose home was
then in Washington. added his green laborers—and from that day anti] now imote the veneral use by writers of the
1 and salad eloquence to the clique no whit has their case been bettered.
find l
._..the noble duty of clesating the nc- this people to be a people without a
,
il return address. and cards arc sent out
which wcnt about declaiming in favor Visit the public libraries. search the by the &Vision, giving advice as to
of imoartial. loyal manhood s.uffrage records of cncyclpediae. and )1o1 the Droner method of addressing. nith
'every piece of mail that is returned
gro to the plane of a law-maker and history. Search again, look among I
oftice holder, and such like, the list of the nations of the earth.
Amendments Are Futile, and nowhere shall you find on record
"The philoolphy of history and the any semblance of a nationality for
experiences of forty years have served thia people.
to show all of us that the supposed "No more significant line ia there in
wisdom of the reconstruction laws the literature of the ages than the re-
and the noble safeguards of the four- ! train to the old song, 'Every Nation
teenth and fifteenth amendments were I Has a Flag But the Coon.' Their his-
tory ie another proof of the tremend-and are like the pope's bull against'
the comet—futile. impotent. sheer ems ascaptleas fact, that the awful
foolishnesa. Has', shown us that here. God is the God of deatiny, atid that
as among the fellahs of Eno. the , no individual, no tribe, no people, can
helots of Greece and the slaves of , esnatse its destiny. Ruling races and
servile laces! The charter a the oneRome and of Pompeii any attempt to
erect a servile people into a %over. is the assurance and guarantee of the
eign people is to fly in the face of the other. That charter was in each case
eternal decree of the Almighty. It is
to attempt to impeach the veracity of
the word of God, and to dethrone
from it- sure foundation t he Holy
Bible.
"In the reconatraiction days the ne-
gro was as fit for citizenahip as a
coyote, and as well qualified for a
lawmaker as a highly bred baboon.
Solve or the wiser ones have recog-
nized this and have been seeking to
supply the incapacity of their natures
by so-called 'education' and attempt-
ed 'culture.'
"Others take the ground that eman-
cipation expensed the negro to great
dangers and loaded him with burdens
heavier than hc could bear, and that
therefore it has now become the duty
of the nation to do all that it can to
wisely protect him from these dangers
and to lit him to bear these burden&
It is claimed that as negroes have nisi
yet Income sufficiently civilized as to
practke race suicide, and that as they
therefore now ntunber some nine mil-
lions or perhaps one-tenth of the pop-
ulation. that so large a percentage of
the ho:;)- politic contains potencies for
good or for ill, which may. and indeed
musto powerfully aff(ct our national
life and destiny.
"The Ethiopian cannot change his
skin, pot the descendants of Canaan
his servility. To the latest syllable of
recorded time he 'mot be a 'hewer of
wood anal a drawer of N% ater. It is and found a trarket for them a; best
decreed—it is fate. , they could in the Middle states, in 
the
Decree is Carried Out.
"The same Omnipotent Being \tit°
saw tit to decree that Japhet should
be 'enlarged' has carried out that de-
cree; ,has made the descendants of
Taphet to be rulers, colonizers, mas-
ters of the sea and the land: has made
them to be the repository of success-
ful agricultnre.: commerce, science.
the arts; has made them to be the
benefactors of the race, the formers
of the ages, the inventors and guaran-
tors of civilization. And so it falls
out that it is .not any one man, but
rat-her it is the Anglo-Saxon race. the
0. D. Schmidt,. des-coolaois of Japhot. that havebeets. •• nil that are. 111c vice regent'
Architect and Superintendent, of (aid on earth.
"fly parity of reasoning. it follows
by •escapeless !ogle that the same
Onin:.potent Being in whose hands we '
PADUCAH. KENTUCK1 
arc as clay in the lianda of the potter.
(.1 !lip fe w-, tb;, Gi,eps
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red.
urea, as the French would say, 'It is
to laugh.'
"Self-preservation is the first law
of nature, and it will not here be for-
gotten that this is the white man's
country. If the descendants of Ca-
• naan choose to remain here it is their
inalienable position of a subject race,
"Brehren, this country is the • and not as a sovereign race. genti-
white man's country; the prom- • mentality, education, reconstruction
ised land was for faithful Israel, * laws, the amended constitution, none
Egypt for the Pharaohs; Eng- * of these all can serve to countervail
land exists for her ruling * the decree of God—cursed be Canaan;
daises, that they may fulfill * servant or servants shall he be unto
'their divinely ordered destiny. * 'his brethren. 
So the United States of Amer- 4'
ica is the white man's country, * RADICAL CHANGES IN
and will never be ruled in whole • HANDLING DEAD LETTERS.
or in part by the descendants of •
a servile people; servile by na 's• Washington, Feb. 8.—By direction
tore; servile by centuries of en- • of Postmaster General Cortelyou, rkd-
virorunents, and servile by the ical changes was put into effect last
solemn curse of Noah and the • month by Assistant Postmaster Gen-
* decrees of Almighty God." * eral McGraw, in the method of hand-
* ling unclaimed letters of domestic
• 4 origin, which are received in the di-
vision of dead letters. Several male
of the Greeks, this Jupiter of the
Romans, this father and mother of the 
employes have been assigned to the
duty of simply opening the envelopes
christians, this Uncaused Cause, this of the letters received without exam-
Former of All things, who spake and ining the contents. The letters opened
it stood fast; what time the morning in this manner are then given to a
stars sang together, and all the sons force of twenty-five clerks who select
of God shouted for joy. This Won- 
derful One, the leisure of whose fin- 
therefrom all written correspondence
and enclosures that can be delivered
gers is the braided network of the to the senders
starry-decked heavens; this Absolute 
. This system was in-
One, who reserves to himself the 
augurated about the middle of last 
a which tame there was a con-
siderable accumulation of unreturnedright to form one vessel unto honor 
naoreth, t
and another unto dishonor; this One 
without beginning of pedigree or end 
im-
provement is shown by the report of
letters on hand, and the resulting 
of years, who inhabited eternity, oho 
taketh up the isles of the sea as a 
tihe dead letter division for January.
very little thing; to whom men arc 
eauring that month toaa,7oo letters
bubbles and nations pawns; while dy- 
were opened, as compared with 908.-
nasties exist as pages to run h ', er- 
aoo the same month last year, and
266.231 letters and packages were re-
rands and cycles are -his stenographers
taking note of the progress being 
turned to senders, against 191.46.a in
January. Kota. The sum of $7,439 was
• •
made in the carrying out of his eter-
nal purpose; the God, who, at the
second chance of this old world said,
respecting Canaan, 'A servant of ser-
vants shall he be unto his brethren.'
And it was so. He served all nations.
When Israel marched to freedom the
Canaanite was as dirt beneath his feet,.
At Gilgal the princes of Israel said.
Joshua being the spokesman, 'Now,
therefore. Ye are cursed, and there
shall none of you be freed front being
bondmen and hewers of wood and
drawers 01 waters; Josh. ix. 23 am!
they were still hewers of wood, draw-
ers of water, stone squarer., helpers
unto the Giblemites—common day
sealed by the thumb-mark of the Al-
mighty Never will the servile be-
come the sovereign by any amount of
talk, argument, discussion. education,
culture or legislation. whether state
or national. Over against all these
well-meant efforts of benefactors, of
philanthopisto of the Fire Alarm
Forak.os who seek the negro vote
Over against all these stands the
statute. 'God shall enlarge Japheth
and he hall dwell in the tents of
Shem. and Canaan "hall be his ser-
vant.'
"'X servant (4. servant" shall he he
unto h;s brethren!'
"Now. nothing here has been set
down, either in heat or in haste. The
present speaker does not deny that
'God h th made of one blood all na-
tions of men for to dwell on all the
face -of the earth.' This contention is
'aervile.races cannot, by either educa-
tion. culture or legislation. be trans-
formed into ruling races.' since the
decree of God is against it.
"Man did not create chattel slavery
It was created by God. God taught
Israel ̀ to bore a hole through the ear
of the bondsman against the door
post, and he shall serve him forever.'
The Beginning of Slavery.
"The south did not invent slave-
holding. Sharp traders of the north
"cut out a cargo of New England rum
and brought back a cargo of negroes
southern :states. My grandfather
owned slaves, both white and black in-
the north is. The south is not re-
sponsible for slavery in this country;
the north is. Thesouth is not re-
sponsible for emancipation; the north
is. They sold the slaves to the south.
and. then declaring it is 'a fit and
necessary war measure' they took the
stuves form the south. Being re-
sponsible for emancipation, the north
is.as well responsible for the results
of untamed savages, servile barbarians
not made so by slavery, but continu-
ing so in spite of slavery. in spite of
reconstruction • .fnurteenth and fif-
teenth' amendments, turned loose upon
the south, and then the north has the
hardihood to criticise the south for it
treatment of the negro.' I turn a lot
ni skunks loose in yotir house and
1.16> ou proceed to protect yourself
411z11 fril,it with yowl. barth melt-
found in 7,986 of the letters opened
during the month, while in January of
Lao year $4,116 as found in 6457
letters.
Assistant Postmaster General De-
Gran- has been giving personal atten-
tion for several months to the work of
the divisiots of dead letters. Addi-
tional employes have been aseivne I
to the work of returning to sender;
the undel•vered mail: the intension
being to return all matter except ad-
vertissments, when it ia possible to
idertiO the .ender. Eighty per cent
cd, with the addition of a few mena
clerk., to return the full moo per cent.
Snecial effort, are heinr made to Deo-
WOULD YOU SPARE
A TOE FOR Sa.000/
That is the Value Set on His by Mart
Suing Railroad
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Ti 1NG5"
Tki Pennies, Nickels, Otos and Quarters Make tka Beim
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONB AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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011or 306 Ilresivisy libiass:Offic• 383-.i Is
Caron Directory Company
01 [(Alpine, Kenhicyky
Portland, tare.. Feb. 8 I o Oulu. .
and dollars for one toy, $3.000 for a 1B
toe and a half—such is the valuation
0. II. Van 'Scion.. a laborer, places
upon certain section, of his anatoma
N'an Scion- announce.. heaves-cr. that
he has no more toe. for sale upon the
bargain counter.
Van Selow parted with one and
one-half toes in the cause of tin 0.
R. d: N company The railroad dr.
elzris that the laborer's price is too
'nigh and is resisting payment. The
case is being tried before a jury in
;tidge Cleland's court.
Last September Van Selow wa
employed as a laborer in the freight
car repair yards of the 0. R. & N.
According to his testimony he was
giver Into the custody of a workman
named Wiliam Heinzelman and was
told to do as the latter bid. Heinzel-
nosii placed a heavy air jack under
the edge of a loaded car and told
Van Selow to pull the trigger. Van
Sclow did. as he was bid, the: piston
slipped and the jack dropped over on
the laborer's left 
next 
mashing the













• Recently Enlarged •
anT40
25,000 New Words
New Gasettoor of She World
with more than ZOO t: tics. trued on the
latest census returns.
New Biographical Mott oaary
containing the names of over l0.000 Doted
venom date ot birth. death. etc.
Milted by W. T. IT A RR TA. Ph IL. LLD.,
Vatted States emattnisatonor of Educatloii.
2380 Quarto Pages
nee ma. $OW tflastretiena • 14144 &wpm%
Nooded in Every Home
Also Webster's Cataigtete Dictionary
tos tom nee illain**kin&
itert rdlitiott 91W ta. Imbue bon
[Wien 71 to t,keitatk: Vaasa&
blataimp•r. tilainfea.
watt, 'Me 93tatyWrtat%." Wainestadmeigima.
is G. 0 C. MERRIAM CO., •
.1144111ohera. liortairitstilh Mikotb‘
trAlambiallANIBleas.00611010
ranch Office in Paducah a
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat runs and the citizens of Peamelb.
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities rained below in the mem
ing Register office at e23 Broadwa y, where the public is Ihetted ail
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities awns&
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPLU,ATria.ION OF THEsTA  =MD
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[WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.
Sorbs* Sail to Find Desired Arta-
elan Flow in Ohio State-
house Yard.
In 1857, for some reason, It was
ihenSIlt Profitable and porisible to se-
Muni an artesian well in the state-
liouile yard. The geology of Ohm
as a science was still unwritten
In tact. the first volume of the Okla
geological reports COCULIIIII the writ,
Ben record of this boriug.
Down 2,775 feet-over half a mils-
he sager was sent by the slow and
laborious protean of the time, ane
'neatly a year was spent in the work
a The boring 1119.5 oommenced on No
weather 4, 1857, and stopped Octobee
1, title No artesian water was
!butt
The boring was made Is the *eaten
part ut the grounds. Its site war
pointed out to the writer some yean
OICO. aid it is now probably eoverec
by the comsat walk extending out te
Third street from the judiciary build
• lag Water was 'truth and pientv to
St-tresh, salt, sulphur, magueslan.ote-
but none of tt came to the top.
Prot. Theodore G. Wormley, th4
pregame of chemistry in Stasilios
medical college embraced the oppor4
dealt, tee main the temperature al
"%lila deep boring. With a thermos:no
Kent placed in a specially prepared Inca
callorrad left in Use bottom of the hoe
Jag St hours, he found the tempers,
lure at the bottom to be U degree.
FahreakelL Making deductions foe
the distance below the autism at
which tbe heat ot the sun ceases ti
be felt. he computes that the tempers
*tees increased one degree for every
T1 feet of descent At that time sob
ropeas scientists who were careful?"
studying this branch of pbysical go
ograehy had estimated that the tam
persture increased in such cundinoni
oas degree for every Gt feet
There is no record of the cost of
Ute boring, but it must hare be
goissiderabla. as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared wet
those sow in use. Though falling a
Its principal purpose, the state seezus
to have turned it to aecoute throng!
Its geologists, so that it was not
wholly money wasted.
PECAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That Gives Employ-
ment to Jimmy Rundresds
of People.
Son.* Idea of the magnitude of UN
pecan nut meat industry may be had
whoa it is stated that in San Antottio
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
ist the Pecan libelers ucicn, a labor
Organization composed of men engaged
as a regular beerness Is the shelling
of pecan !luta and extracune The de-
licious kernels.
Not all of the pecan libellers In illas
Antonio belong to the union. Then
are several hundred other men. wosa
en and cbileren in that city v. ho gala
a livelihood frees the work. There
are brandies of the Pecan Sheller"
union in Austin and several other
towna of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season luta
from October 1 to July 1. The new'
crop of nuts begin to mime into mar-
ket about October 1. and from then
math January 1 the business of ex-
tracting the kernels is very active
The kernels are shipped in large bulk
to New York. Si Louis and other cit-
ies, where they arc used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dles.
Pecan shenieg !a a comparatively
new industry. It had its oriels, so
far as its becoming a recOgnised
bedtime is concerned, • fete yeses ago
•when a candy manufacturer of New
'York visited Texas.
, He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors In
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
Important Ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranged for s
liana ithipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernels were received in des
time, and the highest art of the Nada
tweeter wan entployed in their use. The
pecan candy becamn pow,: a r almost
,thertairtly, and other orders for the
pecan Kernels were places,.
That was the eeginrene of an in-
dustry which new gives employment to
several thousand people. There is a
'big demand for the pecan kernels in
every large city in the country.
Indiana Going to School.
The Indiana of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are HO students and no more
can be received until new buildings
wider way are completed. It was only
a few weeks ago that the government
ordered the installation of a sc.bool at
old Fort McDermitt, in Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion in
the Carson school.
She Had Recovered.
Mrs. Ferguson (to caller)-1 nerve
did like her, and when the impudeal
thing spoke tt) me the way she dld I
was speechless with indignation. I
couldn't say a word.
Mr. Perguson in)---Tkst
gwat hare happened bete', we Wen
riarr1*d.—TA-131 to.
MOINE WOMAN
notlos," observed the *pares
pug-nosed man, who didn't look
Le II he'd know tile diBerence between
the higher and nobler and a load at
steam coal-"I noUott that the back
“vertising midget wawa the aw-
eless publish a testinionlel so to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
short-haired ladies who has been de-
mg her little bit during the past half
century or so toward obtaining the
franchise for wonoer.
"The picture of the woman who
ikes the unscented soap is run Wit's
be ad, and her testlinonial is surely
e, heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
voluntary oostributiote
"In the course of tier remarks In
'he testimonial she saes this. '1 ab-
LiOr a perfumed woman.
"I'm going to take, with your Iasi
remission, a short-arm bar at that
*mark of here about the perfumed
a regular bug ever a well-pee
Nutted woman
"To me a perfumed woman is the
Peal thing in femininity,
-The daintily perfumed woman, who.
when she swish.. past you, has some-
bins about her that makes you vaguel-
y recall the old houystickle-covered
oorch that you knew a quarter ef 8
‘catury ago-she's the one for snow
she carries; with her the suggestion co
ophodellan meadows and starlit delis.
'lie cool aroma of mermaids at dusk.
°Me swirls by you and leaves le
seer heart • little chiming heck to the
wild roses that you Melted on your
way to the old ark& where you west
a automats%
"Whim the daintily perfumed wo-
man troy-troves la or out ef year ethos
•ou sort o' elm back to those old
mornings of your kidhood when the
list-awakened dawn emelt so awes,
attar you'd turned out early to clue,
the Missile's wood for the kitchen fire
"She's feminine, Use well perfume'
emcee; that's all
"I want 'eon feminine all the we,
.brough for mine
"Like 'eta to wear unsanitary ckelies
.n4 things I never gave two looks es
• woman wearing these so-called mom
eon-geese clothes and shoes and sun.
gear. and I never met any other sago
that did. I want 'em to wear just as
bleb heels as ever they blame please
so wear, and the tighter and straighter
trout their corsets, why, the better it
sults me. The stayers. woman loo..,
like • combination of an Ellis island
immigrant and a fat lady out of a
buboes picture to we, and the womar
with gat-heeled shoes of the so-aaien
soramon-setae kind.looks to me as a
she ought to be a policeman, or carry
tag the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the woraanny woman.
°Ginune • lyre, or a harp. or a f0-
**thorn, or • kazoo, or any old thing
that may slag the glories and tbs
praises of the purely fee:Orin* woman!
"She was bere In the world's ear:.
dawn, and she's going to be right here
elongskie of us. I hope, when wars
caring 51.32 round-trip eicerstons
ears!
never could see the wean wbo
wears rates bob-nailed sbea. and sus
'realer% and such liee, sad who flags
sceoted maps and perfumes and things
of that kind because she considers Om
too womanish
"All of the adoraeleness of women
contests In their femininity.
"It's because every once is a while
she gets her household work dose
early so she can 'eo upir.airs and have
a good erre it's because she macerates
tie into pulp weth her 'because,' It's be
eause she admits our premise,' and de-
nies our concinstolli: it's because she'll
pucker her 1:ps for baby talk when she
sees an infant a block away; Its be
cause she to es roses. and lacey thing'
and two do:lama-pound candy; It's be-
'ease she elves us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be-sewed up in
a blanket and dubbed to the verge cf
'he other world; It's beermee she'll di;
and delve and scrape and scrap for be?
ausband and her tittle ones until let
italactites hang from the roof of Tar
rams: it's because she dabs at her eyes
eith a little wad of a ban:kerchief us
til tier noae is red when she pees ho
man suturing-IL's just bemuse she's
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet
ter from every point of view than we
are just because she Is feminine, thee
she has us on the deed lope, and plum
.oco over her, ever since the days ot
he shepherd king of Egypt!
"IS they want to perfume themselves
set nen. I. for one. lilts 'em perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
things that they went to do. They're
oretty nigh always right. taking 'em
muse, and they don't make half as
many mistakee as we men do.
"Give me a lute, that I may chant of
the physical. mental, moral and spirit
cal loveliness of the perfumed, who Is
he typically feminine woman! Here's
ttopin' that she'll be with us till tht
end of the world, and afterwardi
ehate me!"-Washington Star.
Large Group of Sun Spots
The °Meals at the naval observe
tory announce that • large group of
solar spots was observed with (be
photohellograph at that inatitutsion
The group has advanced about two
days upon the disc of the sun visible
In this vicinity and Is located In south
latitude. The group can be men te
'he naked eye, but with a telescope e
is resolved into a mass of small spots,
closely grouped together. 'this is the
largest sun spot visible since last
apring.
Feared the Worst
The Parson-Why are you down- ,
cast* Does not the future look brief/
to you?
The Dying Mao- -lee.
Diarshisid Leader.
•
THE COLORS OF SYRIA.
tarevious Warren. and Depth Mark
the Landece pas of That
Country.
The crowning glory of a Syrian land.
leap., however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that Uie vivid tints of Tismot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduce
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
imitate the vague, sett hues that arose
characterisecof the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almest as impossible for
him to find tints that were overbright or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide bock; and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite • distlect shadow cast by Jupiter.
• moonlit scene at borne gives only the
Impression of light spots mad dark
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but here in Syria the moonliget
shows all the colors of the rainbow. Tito
green of the trees and grain, tke red of
the We roofs, the blue of see and sky,
and the white of the distant mountains
Sr. softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one from another, their
in the sunlight
Bet the must colors are the beet of
all. especially where the mountains
come close to the ma. I hesitate to ems-
part Beirut with Naples; yet we have..
clear skies here, the sweep of Use hay le
onsets the same, and, lastead of smoky
Irseuvitue there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnis,
almost twice as high as the Italia*




Hew He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
----
"Cer priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
truest Poole. in tverybodys, describes
-Tke Night That Made Me a &Amato.
tionlate "lad been the priest to our
graadtather. An of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before. had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
Ibis, kart-eyed old man, In • black
gown; be had • long board and stiff locks
of gray hair down over him shoulders;
his bony facie was always tight and
stern; tea eyes were dull; his deep voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
in it. He had no friends, but just rode
aloes the mountain roads alone; all of
us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"One,, when I was very email I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. Tbe priest wan
with them. When they laughed he, teeo,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the Only' tiMII I ever law him try, and
the smile was just • grin, with no life
Ir. it There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
and ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Bitten
he spoke to God. chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants.
growling: 'Pay, pay.'
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
In the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
If there is one thing presumably ,r
tam on chi truth. In the opinion of most
of us. it Is that skirts are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated get'-
mint. But nothing is further from the
truth. affirms the Buffalo Commercial,
which proceeds to prove what it &averts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human ram, so far es it
wears clothes at all, Is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere-Arabs, Caahmeree.
Pun jabs, Burman'. Ch111444, Japanese,
Malays, to mention only a few. ellie
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and unalterable as lb. Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire," says a writer In the Boston
Transcript. The fashions of the east
endure, while those of the west are ever
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment-the forked radish style
-commends ,itself to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do things
In war, athletics and business In these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or •
kimonas. When the western races
cease to hustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert to
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
leek notice of one fleet only, the
French. Now things have changed
Japan has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
II. rules over Germany and has an-
uounced that the country-s future wel-
fare must be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have nt
rivals on the ocean and Russia is be,
ginning to rebuild her fleet.
sat, Misty Part.
"Huzza!" cried the first old maa,
smoothing the near aeaiskin cuff of hie
overcoat. ''I have a part that suits me
perfectly as last."
What is HT' asked the second
heavy.
"It Is the part of a rectum, end is
the seconl tiet I have to cook and eat
a !neer of real buckwheat cakes and
sa usaga. "-St. Loeb Globe- De mocrei.•
111S LAST STRUGGLE. nURE FOR FOITBAL L CRAZE
Henry Jameson Satterfield is dLsooss.
wed leaning over the liorary table gas.
tag intently at a photograph in his
hand. He hears the sound of familiar
feet. Hastily sliding the picture un-
der a heap of papers, he turns to greet
the newcomer with a beautifully doe,
imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Why, hello, Torn, old man! Glad
you looked me up-bored to death, you
know, and all that. No, von didn't in-
terrupt me at all. I was just
over the evening paper. Ray, this le
a treat. Nobody sees anything of you
since you went and got engaged. Don't
you ever take an evening off? Lucky
she went away for the holidays or I
shouldn't See you now, I suppose. No,
1 don't blame you. eelia is a Wray
girl-a regular prize-but we fellows
feel you've jest about dropped us, and
old friends, you know.
"Oh, come off! I don't either know
now it is! Just because you're in love
Is DO reason for your fool insinuations
that every one else is, too! No, sir:
A bachelor's life for mei
"Well, I can't help it if people do
gossip. A man can't look at a girl
without every one's setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
ethers. Well, bawl if you enjoy it:
still, I don't see anything to laugh
about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
though, don't you think? So different
tress mast of the others -seemsto un-
derstand a Loewe &DM all east ad Lo
hive a little sense. Why, that
"Now, see here, 'Tom. Can't a mu
speak admiringly of a girl without your
grinning that way? There's nothing
La it, I tell you. I've thought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neck into any ci.strl-
ciocisi noose. Why, I've been attract-
ed by lots of girls and I always out-
grew it What if I'd married one of
'eta before I came out of my trance?
What's that! Different from the pre.-
ent serious attack? I am not oufferieg
from any attack. I tell you.
"Yes, I had Christmas dinner at
Caroline's She knew my folks were
all away and I thought it mighty flee
of them to ask me. it was her me ti-
er's Invitation, of course. I knew you d
say ft-me-Ito nothing of the sort. Her
mother is a lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of angling for anyone, espe-
cially for me. I think It's a pretty
state of affairs when people can't ask
a fellow to dinner out of simple kind-
ness of heart without being suspected
of deep-laid ;taus. And what do you
think? C.troline had made tho mince
pies and the salad herself. I never
tweed anything like them. I tell you I
like to see a girl take an Interest In
things sheet the helve and it is all
the more creditable when she doesn't
hays to. Molt girls with three serv-
ants at home wouldn't be caught dead
in the kitchen. Caroline says she likes
to cook and fuss areund. She gets so
pink are her heir always roughs up
and cues srouni her ears when she
gets interesed and excited, so I'll bet
she looks e'eat in tegkitchen. She-
"Oh, cut it out. Wm. I'm simply
telling you about my Christmas dinner.
I am not reticle over Caroline. Not
that a fellow would find it bard to rave
stout her if he wan-. e to. only I don't
go it for tat sort of foolishness. Dees
to any shows lately' I haven't. Fro
outgrowing those musical-comedy
thinga. 1 hey are so tiresome. A per-
sou gets no ewe out of themeCarolthe
soya. She likes a play that gives you
somethlrig to thigh about-preblem
plays, she calls them.
"Say. bet she nits hrs'.ns! You ought
to have heard the Line of talk she put
out about the la.a cue we saw. She
tee. a d.ffetent VIPW Of it from the
Gat I took. I Ike to get her arguing,
tcr she crows ao excited! Si. always
has something interesting to say.
-What's that? Bee here, Tom, how
many times must I tel you that you
are on the wrong track? I don't see
how anybody could say I was in love.
I'm far too comfortably situated in
these bachelor quarters to think of
getting married. I'll leave that to you
and other foolish young leen. It
Votel take an Extraordinary girl to
make me change my mind.
"Oh, so Celia has a new photegraoh
of Caroline. lies she? I must ask her
to pass them around. No-o-o, I haven't
any Picture of Carteise--she's not the
sort of girl to band out her photo-
graphs to all the men she knows. I
don't care much about collecting gal's
pictures, anyhow-that belongs to col-
lege days. Sceldn't know what to do
with a photograph if I had it-just
:letters up the place.
"Look cut tbere! You've knocked
over that heap of rope's. Never ml
-oh-"
(He makes a frantic grab for the
phetograph of an attractive young
women which Tom has picked up from
under the pile of 'alien newspapers
and ir smilingly hotline out to him.)
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got hotel of Csrolinch pie-
lure and not know it? She must have
giver. it to me and I'd forgotten it.
Must you be cuing? I'm glad you
stopped In tied I've enjoyed hearing
all lama your plans sue Celia's.. Drop
In any tame you want to unburden your
soul, old maa-hore'e your hat. Good-
night.
"Now, what in thunder was he grin-
ning about? Tbese chaps that think
they've a joke on a fallow make mr,
ttree. Where did lie put that piettee
of Caroline? Oh, fere It Is! I never
Saw eyes lila; hersi"--Chicaoe Daily
News
Isla-Nile Walk Every Day Will
Serve as en Antidote for
the Game.
- -
Alexander Peck, e. well-t&-do farm-
en three miles south of this city, be-
loves he has solved the football craze
eith his son. Mr. Peek, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot.
ball age, who attends the Web school
in this city, and tuus for two yeers
When the football mania first in
ceded this section he was 'audi sought
titer to join the Alexandria team, as
he was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy contidee
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to join an or-
ganisation that meant wc, iey injury
sad possible frequent deegurement
''l need the exercise.," wes the re
)(Andel "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck. pere, was equal to the emer
gency "Hereafter, my son," said he
"instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and home
In the evening, you can walk If tha
does not furnish you sum lent exercise,
I can find something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as weh
as summer, except on taluy daye, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly t•
Alexandria, three niece away, ass
borne in the same way. The exercise
has been beeedeial, Let financially it
has been a toeing game for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown to
be something phenomenal, as has his
growth fn weight and rtrength, of itself
of far more value lion money. Noth-
ing is ever said be the son of "lack of
exercise," and If be continues to hank.
er ateer membecship In thee football
team, he is wt.,* enough to keep it he
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
to a good-stud woodpile at borne,
IMMENSE • IRON MINES.
-- -
Those el Canada Bid Fair to Sureass
Any tethers in the
World.
"Canada will yet fernIsh to the wool
Its iron supply. It will be jest the sane;
with iron as with wheat. A decade freia
cow Canada will outstrip all other noun-
trics its wheat crewing. The production
of Iron at • cheaper rate than it can ta
made sinew will cause Canada to
take a simi ositioa as far as iron is
concerned. ten years Canada wel
have become a eat metallurgical coun-
try. ,You will see an iron industry to
this dominion larger than in any other
country is the world" Thus 'mail D r
P. L. T. Hemel:, the French metanurg-
iewl expert, inventor of the electric
smelting process named iii his honor
Pig Iron, he says, is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Care
ada spends $50 00u,000 to 540.000.000 Is
buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think of what It ineansi The re-
tauten in Canada of 140 000000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the sew demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, end other demotic( the prod-
uct which have arisen in consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
able sale of your surplus product. in for.
e'en markets, and the creation In this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on iron sad steel.
In Sweden the quantity of ore is sum-
cleat to supply the markets of the world
for 100 years.. I should say Canada has
three times as meek."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a
Find That Is Rare and
Valuable
The spectacle of 30 elk insets an in-
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
sight has been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pinedale, says the Denver
Repubecae.
Mr., M. Wootfoe Iasi a school set)
Lion near -be twee ne Willow creek
which UP enteely ieeced, making as
inclogere a mile square. This is well
up in the mountains, and recently the
rate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and s
party of riders, who were out rounding
tip their beef cattle, found it receseary
to ride into this pasture, ited rode
right Into the herd, which immediately
lied and followed the line of the fence
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with watch
lag the bunch for some time, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, but
this bunch did not. Great damage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because he had married, a
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' salary and 5185 eor libel
contained in the letter of dismissal.
the court remarking that any agree
went in restraint of marriage was
void, Immoral and contrary to public
Whey.
His Happiest Hour.
Ile-Do you remember the eight
seised you to marry me?
Bhe-Ys, dear.
"For a whtele hour we sat there, and
not a word did you speak. Ah! that
was the happiest hour of my life."-
Echo de Paris.
His Point of View.
Nurse-See, Charlie, the stork has
brougbe you a nice little brother!
'But you're not working." Charlie-Yes, that's the way! Just
"No. But I didn't lose my jce. The magetting go- in the worm ccap
how took it away from me talons wry, "twee begins..--Fltegenee Matter.
very Gyes."-clevehmul Leader.
Helpless.
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Practice in all the courts of th•
State. Both phones 3r.
Rooms e, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
tag 523 1-3 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Build,•1_
$23 1-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE ele BROADWAY
rELEPTIONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE ANL
RETURN, Continuous Passage. ilt-00;
Unkmierd Ticket bs.00, ?meals an I
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $ep each, without
meals; km with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. Foc
further particulars see
S. A, FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent











Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone I992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOF:
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Ban<
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room iii,. Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
WiE Practice in all Courts of Ken
tacky.
'DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)




ice on Sunday was prohibited to Bos-
tonians, remarks the Detroit Free
Press, -we thought they never needee!
Somehow the aNerage man doesn':
feel called upon to worry over the
lcss of his neighbor's money. •••
Vl
REXALREMEMESPN- IAL REMODELING THE
!SEASONABLE lE WEAKS' BUILDING
x REXAL X
A R.EMEDit-S A BMCKMASONS BEGIN THEIR
L PART OF WORK MONDAY
MORNING.
R Cherry Juice Cough R
Syrup EtMr. W. J. White Turns His Store
M • Bronicals k Over to Mr. Dobbins Monday—





R MONEY BACK IF R






1 THIS DARKY WAS
, ABOUT THE LIMIT
a
• • I-
SO DRUNK THE BOOZE ACTU-
ALLY RAN OUT OF HIS
MOUTH.
:.icutenant Potter Resumed Charge
f thl Night Force—English and
His $5o Part Company.
'about the drunkest drunken man
•he police have ever run across was
negro youth of about twenty years
of age who was found last evening
about 7 o'clock at the Union depot.
was limber as a rag, and had in
his pocket the evidence of his awful
condition, it being a bottle of whisky
so -much on the rot-gut variety that
it resembled pure water in color, no
dilution of any degree being aperar-
int. The intoxicated boy was from
Uayfiekl and was brought down to
police headquarters by Rounds/713n
Emile Got:roux and Special Officer
Kirk. latter .1 the I. C. forces. The
boy could not even sit up, falling on
the floor like a log and gasping for
brea.th.0 He was given ittention and
then carried down to a cell to sober
up. Ile was so fulj of booze it actual-
ly ran "et of his mouth while he lay
down.• ••• • •Apm.k.k.111.1,
• Resumed His Desk.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter resumed
:tie desk last evening and took charge
of the night force, having been absent
since last Tuesday night, going to
Lexington with the five boys sent to
the State Reform school. While
away the librcc was looked after by
RoundsmAn Gourieux, one of the de-
partment s most efficient and oldest
men, mho ran things with- the fine
judgment that characterizes all his
work. He resumed last night Nis
work of wending over the city to
see that the patrolmen were all at-
onding to their duties properly
Partner's Roll cone.
Ira English, farmer of thc county.
'came here and so/d his tobacco crop
then fell in with a man giving his
name me Dave Marshall. -who took
English to a saloon, and telling the
;atter thc bartender was a "sheirt
change" schemer. Mar-'hall got Eng-
lish to loan him thc tobacconist's tip
roll fa pay for the drinks. English
claims Marshall then disappeared with
the roil, and report of the affair was
Ina& yesterday to the polic.
Kelm Yard Habitues.
Will Hall and Annie Singleton. col-
ored, were locked up last night by
ilaiver Thad Terrell of the patrol
wagon, for engaging in a fight at the
irandin Yard" where they reside, on
South Fourth street
St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
When in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, you'll meet your friends
there.
Gus Tate Moving Grocery.
Contractor George Itia.tterjohn has
otit down the old Weaks building
in main, at Second and Washington
streets, and Monday will have his
men begin work of laying brick for
the new walls needed in remodeling
the structure, so RS to convert it from
a one story house in the rear to two
ztories all over. The contract calls
for an expenditure of about lickixto,
and when done the building will be
lite of the fittest wholesale structures
in the city.
Management Changes.
Wr. W. J. White, of the White &
Sirk dry goods and notion establish-
ment, will turn his store over next
Monday to Mr. C. M. Doblikis
Kuttawa, who purchased the
lishment several weeks ago, and the
details are now being wound up for
tie transfer.
Moving Grocery.
Mr.. Gus Tate, the Fifth and Jeffer-
sou streets grocer, is now moving
some of his goods over to the ground
floor store room in the Empire flat
building on diroqlway near Seventh
stteet. He will conduct his grocery
therr after getting everythang trans-
ferscd.from old to new location.
Murray's New Bank
The Murray (Ky.) Ledger says re-
garding the new financial institution
to he started there:
"All of the ara000 capita, tor the
new bank has been •tib-cribed and the
organizers, Messrs. Fulton and Owen,
feel h'ighly elated over their success.
As soon as possible the organization
will be made and the institution open-
ed for business. At present the pro-
moters arc making arrangements for
a suitable building and as soon as
secured the necessary fixtures will
b. 1,iirchase,1 ..mid nstalled
, RIVER NEWS
River Stages.















-This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee river. She comes back next
Thursday night.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville today
gets here tomorrow and leaves Mon-
day for Clarksville.
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight.
Thc John S. Hopkins left for Ev-
ansville yesterday and gets back to-
RIOTT(AV
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and skips out imme-
diately on her return that way.
The Georgia Lee roaches here today
en route from Memphis to Cincinnati.
The Peters Lee arrives at Paducah
today bound for Memphis from Cin-
cinnati.
Captain Dave Street of the wharf-
boat force, will today move his family
to their country home, the old Dr.
White place, beyond Arcadia. They
have been residing at Ifotel Craig on
Fifth and Jefferson.
The Margaret yesterday went up
the Tennessee river after a tow ol
t es,
The c big J. B. Finley is expected up
tomorrow bound from New Orleans
to Louisville with a tow of empty
coallxsats.
FATHER Of GIRLS WILL
NOT CONVICT IrlAw EttARANC[ SAW
An then one night a girl in the
chorous asked her to go to supper
with her and she refused, saying that
'her mother would not let her go. The
girl asked her again and then, some-
how, the mother, hearing that the
giver cf the supper was a man of
influence and money, gave her consent
and Evelyn Nesbit went to the sup-
per and met Stanford White, the man
Harry Thaw killed.
This man White baited the trap for
the girl) made friends with her mother
and told the girl he would befriend
her and all her family.
"One night," said the witness, "my
mother sent me a dress to the theater.
She had made it herself. There was a
note with the dress, and in the note
mamma told mc that I was invited
to a party and that I might go and
that I must put on the new dress and
look ptetty."
Into the Deaths of Horror.
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw told this story
of the dress and of the mother who
.it•Iggr her ,and bade her wear
-isaellanet-ha 'tee bisaerness or
race -comprehension its her high-
pitched, childish voice. She 'held her
selicontrol wonderfully for a time.
Clenching her little fists, she made
herself go on and On into the very
depths of horror.
When she came to the story of the
night when she walked the floor in
her room in a screaming agony of
terror at Ow had happeoed to her,
great beads of sweat stood out on her
pale forehead, her voice thickened and
almost broke and bet little pathetic.
babyish mouth twitched and trembled.
Tells How Her Mother Dressed Her.
"My mother dressed me," she said.
Wheit Evelyn Nesbit Thaw spoke
that sentence she told the whole story
of her life.
-My mother dressed me and told
me to go with Mr. White."
I looked at the jurors when that
little, pale, broken girl, for she looked
like nothing else, told of how her
mother liked Mi. White and told her
never to go with any one but him,
and the face of one of the jurymen
was scarlet and the man next to him
was white as death, and at the end
of the row one man sat and clenched
his fists.
I wonder if any of those three men
'has a little daughter at home, a little
loving, friendly, light-hearted, pretty
thing, who is the core•of his heart.
One Juror's Child Will Save Thaw.
If he has, the man who put Stan-
ford White, the murderer of the in-.
nocence of a young and helpless child,
out of the world, will never go to
the electric chair under a verdict by
this jury.
When the noon session was at an
end the people drifted out of the
courtroom stilled as with the shadow
of a horrible tragedy.
At half-oast the little pale girl was
put on the stand again, and she sat
there and listened to the reading of
letters written by her husband about
her to his legal friend, Mr. Long-
fellow. before Evelyn Nesbit became
Mrs. Thaw.
Whatever he is, uhatever he has
been. whatever he may be again.
Harry Thaw loved and does love this
girl to whom he cave his clouded
name Those letters told the story.
Jerome Can Do No HIITIM
She is to g0 on the stand again
tomorrow, and District Attorney
Jerome will have a fine chance to
tear the poor little story of her life
to pieces and sneer at it to his heart's
content. Bat it that jury is made up
of men of flesh and blood, and not
of manikins of stone and iron, all
his sneering and leering and all his
clever sarcasm will 'not count the
weielit of the shadow- of the tiniest
feather agairuit the story that that
poor, haunted little creature told Cits
the witness stand, and the fetters
written by her husband about her
which acre read in court.
4........••••••••••••••••• ' HUSBAND HASN'T COKE. ,
• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
• *,
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--City Treasurer John J. Dorian
was kept quite busy yesterday giving
the January pay checks out to the;
city employes, who cashed the paper
at the municipal depository.
—Mr Abe Burch is critically ill a:
their home, Itit Monroe street.
—The coroner's jury at Mayfield
has not yet fathomed the mystery
surrounding the identity of the
strange man burned to death Sunday
night in the Parker hotel tire -there.
—Mr William C Leech of Foun-
tain avenue O RS en route down into
the city yesterday %hen he slipped
on the icy pavement at Twelfth and
Broadway. and wasthrown to the
sidewalk with force sufficient to ren-
der him unconscious and cut his face
and head. After being administered
to in Suggs drug store at that Inter
section, he was taken home.
BETTER SERVICE
Ten-Minute Schedule Extended on
Br oadw-y Division—"Owl
Car" Stops.
ln .csponse to the complaint made
by the people through The Register
regarding the poor service on the
Broadway cars after nightfall when
waits of forty-five minutes are fre-
quent between cars, General Manager
Bleecicer yesherday announced that
instead of 'stopping the ten-minute
schedule at 7 o'clock as heretofore,
he would from now on give cars every
ten minutes on that division until R:15
o'clock each evening. This is surely
appreciated, by the public which has
suffered great inconvenience for
months by the long and usekss wait-
ing for cars.
Afte: Sunday night the traction
company will not run "owl cars" to
the Union depot, Mr. Bleecker decid-
ing to take off the car that goes out
to meet the i:45 3. m., and 3:45 a. m.
passenger trains. Powerhouse repairs
necessitate this and when done the
cars will he resumed.
Mrs. Sallie Crenshaw Has Implicit
Faith in His Constancy,
i he- union depot attaches and 001.,
c; s are kindly caring for Mrs. Sae
C;enshaw and her seven-year-old son.
who came /sere Monday from Carbon
dale. III., expecting the husband ancl
father to arrive the next day Mrs
Crenshaw's confidence in her husband
has not been shaken by his failure to
appear, while to all others it sterna
strange. She vays he works as sec-
tion hand at Carbondale, but express-
ing a desire to come to Paducah to
locate, sent the wife and son here
Monday. telling them he would come
the next day on the freight train
bringing the household goods As
re: he has not turned up and nothing
can be learned from him. She re-
mained around $he depot for a day or
two, when the attaches made up a
fund and induced her to take a room
ara: meals proitided for her at the
I C. hotel opposite. Some seem to
think the husband's object is to rid
himself of wife and eon. tint she is
cor fident.
STAND EXAMINATION
L.eutenant William Reed is in Line
For Promotion
Lieutenant Wrn. Reid of the United
States army recruiting distract that in-
ciedes Paducah, goes to Fort Leaven-
worth, Kan. February 14 to be ex-
amined and if he passes the test, he
wm be promoted to captain in the
army -service. As chief officer of this
enlistment district he maintains head-
quarters at Evansville, and has Ser-
geant Blake in charge of tlic branch
office in Paducah.
SENTENCE SERMONS.
He who does not fight his appetite
must forego his aspirations.
One of the greatest mistakes of this
age has been the substitution of the
church as an institution for the church
as an inspiration.
The world succeeds in keepin










EVER HELD IN PA DUCA H. THE PRICES ON
LINES HAVE BEEN CUT, AND
Cut Deep
ALL
many a man poor in person, hut it
Men always are weary until they ,never will succeed in keeping one
ake imp some worthy task. poor in heart without his consent. *




West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Lievato;N2nd7c, Ohio
'245`
SUITS
ROUND CUT AND DOUBLE BREASTED IN WORSTEDS.
CASSIMERES, CHEVIOTS, THIBETS, CLAYS GRANITES
AND MELTON'S. MADE IN LATIST STYLES
ER? $1.98 UP
IETS; 69 Cts ui
OVERCOATS
BOX EFFECTS AND LONG AND MMIUM LENGTHS IN





CRAVENETTE COATS AND BLUE AND BLACK SUITS IN-
CLUDED IN rifts SALE NOTHING HAS BEEN RE-
SERVED
SHOE SPECIAL SHOE
We have'added a tew more broken
lots of shoes to our
sa..es
Special Shoe Sale. It you have not bought a
pair of these celebrated Crossett $4 and $5
shoes you had better do so and save et) no







WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
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